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by Jim stantonby Jim stanton

a Challenging sCenario For levels 4-6 tier 2 CharaCtersa Challenging sCenario For levels 4-6 tier 2 CharaCters

the lighthouse oF anan maraththe lighthouse oF anan marath

introduCtionintroduCtion
From the shoreline of the village of Saemish, waves can be seen 

tossing their salt and spray upon four small islands: Three are known 
as the Stepstones while the largest is Anan Marath. A great bridge, 
aged and deteriorated, spans from the mainland and leads to a tower on 
each of the smaller three islands before ending at a colossal lighthouse 
on Anan Marath. The bridge, lighthouse, and towers are made of the 
deep-green bedrock from beneath the sea that was brought to the 
surface and shaped with magic 70 years ago by the priests of the 
Brotherhood of the Sea.

For decades, the Lighthouse of Anan Marath has remained dark 
and has slowly devolved into a state of disrepair. But now the village 
council has voted — narrowly and in the interest of re-establishing 
trade — to restore the lighthouse and clear it of its dark and bloody 
past. A call has gone out north to Bard’s Gate and south as far as 
Endhome for adventurers willing to clear the edifice and return it and 
the village of Saemish to their former glory.

baCkgroundbaCkground

the village saemishthe village saemish

The outside world rediscovered the small seaside fishing village 
of Saemish 80 years ago in 3437 I.R. On the far eastern coast at the 
edge of the Salt Swamps near a small bay lies a stretch of unclaimed 
land in the middle of the border between Amrin Estuary and Eastreach 
Provinces. As the roads, particularly Lowwater Road, were rarely 
used and most fell into the swamp, the village was forced long ago to 
become self-sufficient. Situated north of the estuary itself and north of 
Ilthan, and south of the Coast Road proper and Rappan Athuk, Saemish 
saw little of the patrols sent from Bard’s Gate to the north. Fishermen 
and rice farmers were the predominant townsfolk, but though life was 
hard, life was not normal in Saemish.

Unknown: Miru, a truly resplendent saltwater koi fish, 
becomes trapped in a natural fishbowl higher in the back of the 
caves near what would become Saemish.

3230 I.R.: Saemish is founded when a small band of refugees 
from the Matagost Peninsula make their way north during the 
civil wars that covered much of the area. Mikel Saemish, a 
devout follower of the Green Father, leads the refugees.

3231 I.R.: Cabins and log halls quickly grow into a 
sustainable village. Mikel discovers a set of winding crystalline 
caves below the breakwater that are accessible at low tide and 
explores them. He finds Miru and begins spending more time 
in the cave, believing this was a sign from his god.

3232 I.R.: The Green Father takes pity on his faithful 
follower — by this time, there were few enough left — and 
passes a small portion of his divinity to Miru as a way to better 
commune with the clergy. Mikel sang his praises to the heavens 
and promptly began to codify the new religion

3312 I.R.: After several raids by gillmonkeys and pirates, 
Marath Bines arrives and claims to be able to keep the town 
safe. He is actually a sworn servant of the sea demon Dagon 
and tricks the villagers into believing he is a follower of Miru, 
all the while weaving a web of lies. With his increasing age and 
base cunning, he is able to dominate the town for 125 years. He 
craved power over the small area and used a dark magic item 
to expand and increase flooding of the surrounding swampland 
— much to his delight.

3437 I.R.: Ambar Domeille leads a merchant caravan out of 
Telar Brindel but becomes lost on the disintegrating Lowwater 
road before they find Saemish. Marath detains them but they 
break free and defeat the evil cleric and his minions. Ambar 
orders the evil-doers hanged on the ancient grounds of the 
Stepstones.

timeline oF shaemishtimeline oF shaemish
Ambar stays and rebuilds the village. Using her shrewd 

business acumen and contacts, she sets up Saemish as a resupply 
stop between the three major ports Eastwych, Eastgate, and 
Telar Brindel. Ambar’s plans work and trade blossoms. The 
village becomes a town.

3447 I.R.: Ambar uses a large portion of her fortune to build 
a great lighthouse on Anan Marath as well as a bridge running 
to Sybaris, Rikath, Kharis, and all the way to the mainland. The 
work is completed within a year thanks to the magic of a group 
calling themselves the Brotherhood of the Sea. Trade swells, 
and Saemish grows.

3452 I.R.: The Brotherhood of the Sea is revealed to be 
cultists of Dagon. Ambar leads the Saemish militia to storm the 
lighthouse. Dagon’s cultists abandon the lighthouse and escape 
through secret tunnels they constructed under the edifice. With 
the lighthouse’s light put out, two ships run aground, destroying 
the cargo and killing the crew. Trade stalls. Renovations to the 
lighthouse halt. Over the next two generations, more residents 
leave to look for greener pastures.

3458 I.R.: Ambar Domeille passes away with the village and 
lighthouse never regaining their short time of glory.

3500 I.R.: Pirates and bandits begin raiding again. The 
remaining Dagonites recruit passing pirates and offer the use 
of the large hidden inlet in Anan Marath.

3517 I.R.: More news of the outside reaches the ears of the 
village council. Trade flourishes between ports, and distant 
ships are seen passing the cove and lighthouse. Saemish is 
on the edge of failing. The council decides to put out a call 
for adventurers to clear out the lighthouse so it can be lit once 
again.
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Saemish was founded in 3230 I.R. when a small band of refugees 
from the Matagost Peninsula made their way north during the civil 
wars that covered much of the area, including Suilley. The refugees 
were led by Mikel Saemish, a devout follower of the Green Father — a 
primordial deity of Foerdewaithe origin. Mikel discovered a beautiful 
cove filled with fish, four islands, and a stretch of land where rice could 
be farmed despite the marsh. Declaring it home, the group constructed 
cabins and the community quickly grew into a sustainable village 
that his followers named after him. One day while out exploring the 
shoreline, Mikel discovered a set of winding crystalline caves below 
the breakwater that were accessible at low tide. He and several other 
men from the village began to explore them; they eventually found 
what Mikel deemed a gift from the Green Father.

That gift he named Miru, a truly resplendent saltwater koi fish that 
was trapped in a natural fishbowl higher in the back of the caves. 
Nearly nine feet long and with scales that glimmered in shafts of light 
from above, Miru was truly a specimen of the power of nature to adapt. 
Believing that Miru was a sign from his god, Mikel began spending 
more and more time in the cave. While this wasn’t the intention, the 
Green Father passed a small portion of his divinity to Miru as a way to 
better commune with his clergy. Mikel sang the Green Father’s praises 
to the heavens, and he promptly began to codify the new religion of 
Miru in what would become the sacred texts known as The Tenants of 
Miru the Blessed.

Several generations passed, and while Saemish did not thrive, it 
somehow survived. Being unclaimed wilderness, threats abounded 
on all sides, with no lord to keep the villagers safe through might of 
arms. Pirates and the occasional bandit from Lowwater Road were 
easily dealt with, but gillmonkeys and undead from the sea and marsh 
were a dangerous threat to the insular and superstitious townsfolk. 
Finally, in 3312 I.R., Marath Bines, a sworn servant of the sea demon 
Dagon, arrived and claimed he could keep the town safe. He tricked 
the villagers with a web of lies into believing that he was a follower 
of Miru.

Marath prolonged his mortal lifespan using dark rituals involving 
human sacrifice and a great heresy known as “The Tenth” — a process 
that funnels a portion of divine energy to Dagon and his follower 
instead of the deity for which it was intended (Miru, in this case). 
With his longevity and base cunning, he dominated the town for 125 
years. He craved power over the small area and used a dark magic 
item known as the Drown Ring to flood the surrounding swampland 
to please Dagon.

It was no small luck that saved Saemish from a dark doom. Eighty 
years ago, a merchant caravan out of Telar Brindol led by Ambar 
Domeille, a young woman of shrewd confidence and an aptitude for 
magic, became hopelessly lost in the Salt Swamps where Lowwater 
Road had disintegrated into the mire. The caravan was heavily laden 
with silks and honey from the giant beehives of the south. Ambar 
originally planned to skirt the edges of the Salt Swamp but her old 
maps did not account for the massive swamp’s recent expansion due to 
Marath tampering with the Drown Ring. Thinking to cut time off of her 
route, she bullied the caravan masters and hired swords into cutting 
through the swampy morass.

The caravan floundered for three weeks in the muck and dark water. 
Together they fought off the creatures of the swamp and eventually 
stumbled across the muddy remains of the Lowwater Road, mostly 
crumbled and flooded but still serviceable. Two days later, the 
beleaguered caravan reached Saemish. Ambar and her hired swords 
quickly sensed something was wrong but Marath and his ensorcelled 
minions captured them. A jailbreak and fierce battle ensued, during 
which Ambar herself captured the evil priest and his three most 
powerful minions: cultists of Dagon named Sybaris, Rikath, and 
Kharis.

Finally, the village was free of Marath’s spells. A large gallows was 
erected on an island several hundred feet out into the Sinnar Ocean as 
well as on the three closer, smaller islands known as Stepstones. There, 
Marath and his followers were unceremoniously strung up. Over time, 
the islands became known for the villains who were hung on their 

shores: Anan Marath, Anan Sybaris, Anan Rikath, and Anan Kharis.
Ambar spent the next several months rebuilding the village. Shrewd 

businesswoman that she was, she envisioned the small town as a 
trade mecca and made good on her promises to bring riches to the 
town. Goods from nearby islands and the swamp — including rare 
purple banana-like fruit called “panke” and the coveted ruuwood of 
the swamp — could be brought to ships through the rebuilt roads 
through the Salt Swamp then loaded onto ships for every major port 
on the ocean. Ambar’s plans worked, trade blossomed, and the town 
prospered and grew. It was quickly apparent that the rocky seabed was 
dangerous, and as newer captains attempted to navigate the shallows 
between the isles, more and more ships risked running aground. Ambar 
used a large portion of her fortune to build a great lighthouse on Anan 
Marath, with a bridge running to Sybaris, Rikath, Kharis, and then all 
the way to the mainland.

the lighthousethe lighthouse

A group of priests calling themselves the Brotherhood of the Sea 
undertook the task of building the great lighthouse 10 years after 
Ambar came to Saemish. It was her biggest success and her greatest 
failure, all in one. Thanks to the magic of the Brotherhood, the towers 
of the lighthouse soared within a year. For the next five years, trade 
blossomed to heights previously unknown in Saemish and, indeed, in 
the surrounding region.

After five years of peace and prosperity for Ambar and her new 
home, disaster struck. It was discovered that the Brotherhood of the 
Sea was nothing more than the cult of Dagon rearing its fishy head 
once again. The militia, now led by Ambar herself, stormed the well-
fortified lighthouse, and blood spilled on the islands once again. 
Dagon’s cultists abandoned the lighthouse as rats abandon a sinking 
ship in a storm, some swimming away through the rough seas, others 
escaping through secret tunnels constructed under the edifice.

One high priest of Dagon remained behind. He entered the great 
stairwell, locked the portals behind him, and extinguished the beacon. 
He then climbed to stand on the catwalk high above. As he hurled 
curses down on the invaders and invoked the vile demon prince, he 
slashed his palms and threw blood into the saltwater far below. In the 
courtyard, Ambar spied him and spoke words of power to send a fireball 
streaking up toward him. The blast lifted him from the lighthouse peak 
and threw his body, along with the keys to the great doors, into the 
sea. Unfortunately, the ritual was complete, and an enormous wave 
crashed down upon the island, soaking it entirely and killing many of 
Ambar’s men.

From then on, it was believed the island was cursed by Dagon and to 
be avoided if one wanted to live. With the lighthouse beacon put out, 
two ships soon ran aground, destroying the cargo and killing the crew. 
Caution and no small amount of fear crept in, and it kept the merchants 
and traders away. With trade stalled, the lighthouse renovations halted. 
Despite her best efforts, Ambar died poor and tired in a village that 
was once more a simple fishing village.

Saemish did not totally disappear though. As the years moved on, 
the more it returned to its roots, becoming once again a plain, self-
sufficient fishing village. No more did the great ships sail in, and 
soon, the beacon at the top of the lighthouse was forgotten and never 
relit. As time passed, old superstitions regained their hold on the 
common man, and the lighthouse and Anan Marath became a place 
feared and avoided. Unknown to the populace of Saemish, many of 
the brotherhood escaped into the watery tunnels below the island. As 
years passed, pirates discovered the cove. Hidden from the shore, they 
docked at night, set up a base, and parleyed with the remaining priests 
of Dagon.

Eventually, the sea surges knocked portions of the soaring bridge 
down, and nature asserted itself, eroding much of the edifice. It now 
lies in ruin, but Saemish lives on.
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adventure baCkgroundadventure baCkground
The Saemish Village Council hires the characters to clear the 

Lighthouse of Anan Marath of the evil that resides within. Sea trade 
has been brought to a halt, and the remote village will soon be bankrupt 
if nothing is done. The locals need access to the lighthouse to begin 
repairs and to relight the beacon and allow for the safe docking of 
ships. Yet fear and superstition keep the villagers squarely at home on 
the mainland.

Some believe that the Cult of Dagon has taken a foothold within 
the lighthouse again as the occasional acolyte emerges from the sea 
and proselytizes the greatness of Dagon before disappearing just as 
mysteriously. Others have seen pirate ships approaching Anan Marath 
on clear, moonlit nights, and there is always the danger of the ocean 
itself: sea monsters, watery dead, and other creatures bent on drowning 
the living.

All sorts of dangers can be found in the lighthouse. The Brotherhood 
of the Sea never fully left the lighthouse and even now hide in the sea 
caves beneath Anan Marath. They recently made a tenuous truce with 
the pirates who now share the island. The pirates use an underground 
beach to dock beneath the lighthouse to weather storms, to offload 
plunder from merchant ships sailing the sea trade routes between 
Eastwych and Telar Brindel to Eastgate, and as a staging point for 
raiding small villages up and down the coast. The pirate captain humors 
the priests by allowing them to proselytize and attempt to convert his 
crew to Dagon, although only rarely does he lose one of his men to 
the cult. He considers it a fair trade for the shaky harmony that exists 
and otherwise assumes he would lose many men in an all-out war and 
would then have to defend against reprisals. Besides, angering a water 
god is never good for pirating. The pirates and the Brotherhood of the 
Sea fiercely defend their stronghold, cooperating with each other as 
needed to eliminate any threat to their island sanctuary.

The council entices the characters by sharing a rumor that pirates 
store their loot within the lighthouse, and the council makes no claim 
on any treasure recovered. The council also promises a 1% share (split 
among the characters) of future trade profits (biannually for the next 
five years) for cleansing the lighthouse; 2% if they ignite the beacon 
during their foray. (The characters need to return to the village to 
collect their profits, and the amount is to be decided by you.)

the brotherhood oF the seathe brotherhood oF the sea
Sir Keven, High Priest of Dagon: Keven is the ultimate 

authority of the Dagonites in Saemish. He is often in personal 
contact with the demon lord through watery dreams of doom.

Cordon Fain: Cordon is the “face” of the Dagonites to the 
lesser clerics and the pirates. He runs the upper shrine of Dagon 
and the chapel on the ground floor.

Cleric Lackeys: A varying number of cleric lackeys report 
to Keven. They travel up and down the Sinnar Coast and stay 
in touch with the other cults (particularly those of Orcus and 
Tsathogga) who reside in the area.

Dagonite Soldiers: Dagonite soldiers are (or were) pirates 
who fully embraced Dagon’s cult. They left the pirates, and 
now stay and defend the lighthouse at all times, eschewing 
their former lives.

Commander Bors Davarion: Officially part of the 
Brotherhood due to his long-ago betrayal and curse by Dagon, 
he hates everyone and everything equally.

Creatures: Sir Keven’s personal bodyguards are an aboleth 
and a monstrous crayfish; additionally, the clerics animated 
several aqueous zombies.

Follower oF orCusFollower oF orCus
Jens: Jens is a cleric of Orcus who is new to the area. He was 

sent by the powers that be in Rappan Athuk to forge an alliance 
with the Dagonites.

PiratesPirates
Captain Roga: The captain terrorizes the area by waylaying 

merchant ships along the trade routes and by raiding small 
villages up and down the coast, focusing his efforts around 
Amrin Estuary. He brings the loot back to the lighthouse before 
distributing it to the most profitable merchants of the black 
market. He is wary of the Dagonites and prefers to stay at sea.

Buck: The first mate and leader of the pirates at the 
lighthouse.

hierarChy oF key nPCshierarChy oF key nPCs
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The locals know the three smaller islands as the Stepstones, for 
that is how they appear: small footholds of land leading out toward 
the larger island of Anan Marath. Before the towers and the bridge 
were built, the townsfolk captured and executed the heads of the area’s 
cult of Dagon on gallows poles erected on each island. Now, they are 
mostly barren expanses bearing little more than the towers that support 
the bridge. Each island is now known by the name of the cultist hung 
there and the word anan (the old Common word for “island”): Anan 
Kharis, Anan Rikath, and Anan Sybaris. The largest island, which also 
holds the lighthouse, is Anan Marath.

No random encounters occur on the bridge, but there is a small 
chance of an encounter on the rocky islands themselves. Roll 1d6 for 
every thirty minutes the party is outside on the islands. On a 1, roll 1d4 
on the table below:

1d4 Encounter
1 Giant crab
2 1d6 gillmonkey raiders
3 Sea lion
4 Large wave

Crab, Monstrous: A giant crab pulls itself up out of the salty 
depths, its claws snapping erratically. The beast is hungry and flees if 
brought to fewer than half its hit points.

Gillmonkey Raiders: A small band of gillmonkeysB in search of 
food — preferably some fish or a fisherman who has braved the bridge 
— clamber up onto the shore.

Sea Lion: A large sea lion (use reef shark but remove Water 
Breathing and add a Speed of 20 ft.) suns itself on a rock. It attacks 
only if threatened or provoked, preferring to enjoy the sunshine and 
warm rock.

Large Wave: succeed on a DC 14 Strength saving throw

s-1. the shorelines-1. the shoreline

The statues of two tall sailors flank the great stone bridge. They wear 
small daggers on their belts and hold spyglasses pointed out toward 
the sea. Each stands on a five-foot-tall dais of dark green sea stone 
that was dug from far beneath the waves and shaped by the magic 
of the Brotherhood of the Sea, who were actually cultists of Dagon 
inhabiting the Lighthouse. Salt hangs heavy in the air, and the crash of 
waves constantly booms up and down the coast. Small pools of cloudy 
surf mixed with rainwater are scattered about.

Unknown to the general populace of Saemish, a hidden compartment 
in the southern dais holds an old scroll that was saved for emergencies. 
It is in a stoppered scroll case sealed with wax to keep the elements out. 

This can be found with a successful DC 16 Intelligence (Investigation) 
check while searching the statue. The spell scroll contains light and 
continual light.

s-2. the bridges-2. the bridge

Fully 20 feet wide and glistening with salt and spray, the bridge arcs 
out over the bay to the first Stepstone. Moss and small patches of mold 
cover the dark green stone in places. Salt cakes the crevices, leaving 
odd lumps and shapes. Small rivulets of water pool on the shore. Wind 
buffets the bridge. Topping the rise in the center reveals the first tower 
almost 250 feet ahead.

s-3. kharis towers-3. kharis tower

The first tower rises 20 feet above the rocky shore of Kharis Isle. 
Scrub and surf can be seen below. The bridge leads to the tower’s 
square, crenellated roof. The crenels create a small, waist-high wall. 
It measures about 40 feet on a side and appears surprisingly intact but 
for a closed and rotting trapdoor in the floor. The bridge continues to 
the north, though it appears to be in worse shape farther along, with 
parts of it crumbling.

The rotted trapdoor is stuck, but can be open with a successful DC 
10 Strength check The crumbling bridge to the north leaves only 5 feet 
of walkway.

s-3a. kharis tower interiors-3a. kharis tower interior
Kharis Tower is hollowed out below the rotted trapdoor. All that 

remains is a twisted metal stairway that leads 20 feet down to a sandy 
floor that looks to have flooded at some point in the past. The bones of 
small animals, fish, and other larger creatures stick out of the humps 
of sand covering the floor. Several wine bottles appear to have been 
buried in the sand along the north wall. A single doorway stands in the 
south wall, the door long missing.

This place has recently become the lair of a group of 3 giant crabs 
that surprised the village drunk, an old man named Cooter who found 
Kharis Isle to be a good and free — and final — place to bed down. Due 
to their coloration and ability to crawl under the sand, these monstrous 
crabs have advantage on Stealth checks made to hide in ambush.

Digging through the sand reveals Cooter’s bones, 54 cp, and a single 
unopened bottle of wine worth 50 gp.

s-3b. anan khariss-3b. anan kharis
Anan Kharis is little more than a rocky protrusion rising a few 

feet above the waves. Stunted weeds and dried kelp show signs of 
occasional flooding among the damp rocks. Large patches of algae 
grow in the cracks and crevices around the isle. The water depth is 
about 3 feet but rises to 30 feet farther from the isle, where it drops 
steeply.

Unlike normal random encounter chances, exploring the isle for 
more than 10 minutes draws 2 giant crabs out of the waves.

s-4. the bridge (Part ii)s-4. the bridge (Part ii)
Arcing up and away from the tower on Kharis, the bridge soars 30 

feet above the waves and toward a nearly identical tower on Anan 
Rikath. Two sections of the bridge were badly damaged during the 
town militia’s attack on the lighthouse and further by the elements, 
which leaves less than a 5-foot-wide section that must be crossed. 

ChaPter 1: the stePstonesChaPter 1: the stePstones

a note on labelinga note on labeling

Each area or level is noted with a designator as follows:

D Deep caves
L Lighthouse of Anan Marath rooms
S Towers, bridges, stepstones, and shoreline
SC Sea caves
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The ever-present algae make the bridge slick. The sections are safe 
to cross, though anyone running must succeed on a DC 14 Dexterity 
(Acrobtics) check or crash to the waves below and take 7 (2d6) 
bludgeoning damage.

s-5. rikath towers-5. rikath tower

Rikath Tower is in bad shape. The salt, spray, wind, and sun 
combined to wear down much of the tower and island below. As with 
Kharas tower, the bridge leads to a 40-foot square tower top. The 
trapdoor leading down has completely rotted away to leave a dark hole 
in the floor. Thick strands of oily webbing cover much of the exterior 
of the tower and the ground surrounding it.

s-5a. rikath interiors-5a. rikath interior
Peering into the hole reveals spiral stairs shrouded in more webbing. 

Anyone not taking care to remove the sticky strands before venturing 
down becomes entangled and quick prey for the 5 giant spiders below.

Some small treasure, the tattered and dried husks of creatures, and 
the skeletons of two men can be found on the floor once the webs 
are removed. The easiest way to do this (and to remove the spiders 
as well) is to set them alight. If lit with a torch or similar implement, 
the webs ignite and burn for 1 minute, dealing 3 (1d6) fire damage 
per round to anything or anyone in the tower. This creates a thick, 
oily smoke that wafts up from the tower and is visible from the other 
islands and the shore.

Treasure: Scattered among the webs and skeletons are 155 cp, 65 
sp, and 35 gp. Digging through the sandy floor uncovers a small golden 
statue of a sailor (worth 150 gp) identical to those statues flanking the 
bridge at Area S-1.

s-5b. anan rikaths-5b. anan rikath
Webs cover large portions of the outer section of the tower and 

strangle what few blades of grass and weeds poke up out of the rocky 
land. Three 10-foot-high piles of rocks are scattered about.

The easternmost pile of rocks hides a secret entrance below shifting 
rubble. It can be found with a successful DC 17 Wisdom (Perception) 
check. Below the shifting rock is a chute that drops 30 feet to a cramped 
watery tunnel that leads east, farther out to sea.

s-5C. seCret tunnel (oF danger)s-5C. seCret tunnel (oF danger)
This cramped tunnel runs east under the floor of the sea some 350 

feet and up into the rock of Anan Marath where it connects with the 
flooded lower section of the lighthouse (Area L1-12). Water leaks from 
the ceiling and muddy walls to form pools of various depths. Halflings 
find themselves near waist-deep at points, but the structure is sound. 
After winding into the rock of the island, characters find themselves 
below a stone plug in the ceiling. It takes a combined 30 points of 
strength (or a successful DC 30 Strength check) to pull the plug, which 
sits at the bottom of 25 feet of water. The water immediately surges 
down into the tunnel when the plug is removed and fills the cramped 
space below for 10 minutes. Characters must succeed on a DC 13 
Strength saving throw or be swept down the cramped tunnel, taking 3 
(1d6) bludgeoning damage. Those who succeed on the saving throw 
may attempt a DC 13 Strength check to pull themselves out of the 
rushing water and into the room beyond.

s-6. the bridge (Part iii)s-6. the bridge (Part iii)
The bridge between Anan Rikath and the tower on Anan Sybaris is 

crumbling. It is only 5 feet wide at some points, but it is well above 
the spray from the waves. About 130 feet ahead, a 5-foot-wide gap in 
the bridge separates the two towers. Anan Marath and the lighthouse 

tower above on the eastern skyline.
As with the previous section of bridge, there is no danger in 

crossing the narrow sections as long as the characters are not running. 
If the characters try to jump the gap and are being incautious, they 
must succeed on a DC 13 Strength (Athletics) check to leap the gap 
successfully. Those who fail can attempt a DC 14 Dexterity saving 
throw to grab the edge of the bridge to avoid falling; failure means 
they fall into the rocks and waves below and take 7 (2d6) bludgeoning 
damage.

s-7. sybaris towers-7. sybaris tower

When viewed up close, Sybaris Tower shows some small signs of 
repair. The trapdoor is made of sturdy, fresh wood, and the crumbling 
crenels have been shored up. Several wooden planks, long enough 
to bridge the gap, are hidden behind the low wall alongside a small 
steel bucket with nails and a hammer. The bridge continues on and up 
toward the lighthouse and Anan Marath.

s-7a. sybaris interiors-7a. sybaris interior
The trapdoor leading down is in good repair, as are the stairs 

beneath. Several cracks in the walls are sealed with pitch, and six cots 
and a small firepit stand on the sandy floor below. They appear to have 
been used recently, probably within the last week.

The pirates and cultists from Anan Marath use this as a guard post 
when they fear incursion from the town. If this is the characters’ first 
visit, no one is on guard; otherwise, 6 human bandits can be found 
here, often with one hiding behind the crenel and keeping watch.

If the pirates are indeed here, characters can loot 32 sp, 6 short 
swords, and 6 suits of leather armor.

s-7b. sybaris isles-7b. sybaris isle
A few tufts of grass protrude amid the rocky island landscape here, 

and the algae and dampness are less predominant. The smallest of the 
Stepstones, there is little to make Sybaris interesting, except perhaps 
the view of the shoreline and the larger island to the east. Characters 
studying the shoreline can pick out Saemish as well as the Undertide 
Caves to the south. Those studying Anan Marath may notice strange 
ripples and eddies around the rocky base of the island where it meets 
the water on the southern edge. A cleverly hidden cove leads to an 
underground inlet and Area SC-1B.

s-8. the bridge (ConCluded)s-8. the bridge (ConCluded)
The Stepstones are left behind as the bridge arcs a full 50 feet above 

the waves. The lighthouse, a grand keep with four towers at its corners 
and a massive square green stone tower, rises 150 feet. Its peak is dark. 
The crash of the waves below fills the air, and a majestic entryway can 
be seen ahead.

The lighthouse towers some 150 feet over the shore of the great 
island. The great central tower is of deep green sea stone, while the 
curtain walls and exterior towers are a slate gray that is deeply pitted 
with age. While the edifice has never had to withstand a sustained 
assault from the sea, it has weathered a major battle within its halls.

The lighthouse is divided into two floors, plus the central tower and 
the watery caves beneath. The grand entrance is raised and leads into 
the upper floor. The only entrance to the lower floor is the stairs or the 
secret sally port along the north wall. Groundwater surging up from 
the caves below floods the northwestern section of the lower floor.
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the uPPer Floorthe uPPer Floor

l2-1. the grand entryl2-1. the grand entry

The final bridge ends at a large raised landing that spreads out about 
50 feet wide and widens farther to the east. A 10-foot-wide set of 
stairs leads to a large raised platform and a pair of doors leading into 
the lighthouse. A low stone overhang shrouds the doors in shadow. 
Two statues of sailors, their arms outstretched toward the sea as if in 
supplication, flank the stairs. Close inspection of the statues reveals 
eerie smiles on their faces, which lend a sinister feeling to the stone 
statues. A strange set of doggerel is inscribed in the stone with crude 
purpose:

Praise Dagon in all his glory. Each day at moonrise, a cup 
of seawater must be imbibed. 
Kill not your fellows, lest you be killed.

Anyone trained in Religion may know that this is a portion of the 
dogma of Dagon and is often attributed to the Tyla — barbarous women 
servants of the demon god of the sea. This is also a clue to opening the 
doors. When the Brotherhood of the Sea created the lighthouse, they 
took steps to ensure that only those who followed Dagon would have 
easy access.

An old wooden ladder leans against the landing on the northern edge 
and leads down to the rocky island below. The ladder is in good shape, 
and the cultists and buccaneers who inhabit the lighthouse often use it 
to reach the secret entrance and to avoid the dangers of the overhang.

l2-1a. great doors and green slimel2-1a. great doors and green slime
The shade under the overhang is deep. The great doors are fully 10 

feet tall and of sturdy ruuwood. The overhang is a 12-foot-deep dark 
green stone edifice. No keyhole or handle is visible on the doors, and 
the ground here is pitted and scoured.

As noted above, only those who have imbibed a cup of seawater can 
open the door with a simple, easy push. Unfortunately, a green slimeB 
resides on the overhang and is well hidden against the green stone. It 
drops on any creature passing below it.

l2-2a. western edgel2-2a. western edge
Rocky ground stands well above the surf here, and the formerly 

majestic bridge can be seen from the underside. It is even more 
impressive as no supports are visible, and despite the gaps, it still 
retains a strength lent by magic decades ago.

l2-2b. the Plateaul2-2b. the Plateau
The plateau of stone spreads out to the north, with the lighthouse 

looming over the plain. The secret door that leads to the lower level 
of the lighthouse can be found with a successful DC 15 Wisdom 
(Perception) check. At dusk, the DC for finding the secret door drops 
to 10 as the pirate guard stationed here often cracks the door and 
smokes his pipe as he watches the sunset to the west.

l2-2C. the ananl2-2C. the anan
Surf from the great waves of the ocean sprays up along this side of 

the coast. The constant rumble of water below creates odd booming 
and echoes that make part of the island sound like a hollow drum.

Small tufts of grass grow here in soil lodged amid the rocks. Seagulls 
whirl constantly above the island. The expanse of the ocean extends out 
to the eastern horizon. To the west, choppy water strikes the Stepstones 
and rushes toward shore. Twenty feet up the southeastern curtain wall 
near the southeast tower (Area 2-15), an arrow slit appears to have 
been damaged. Heavy spider webs cover the opening and part of the 
wall around it. There is a 1-in-6 chance of the spiders inside noticing 
anyone who approaches the arrow slit.

l2-2d. the southern exPansel2-2d. the southern exPanse
The southern edge of the island is mostly barren, dry rock, 

windblown and eroded. At the far southwest extent, the booming of 
waves seems to echo from somewhere below. A lone tree ekes out an 
existence in a small patch of soil, barely able to sustain its leaves. A 
single strong branch juts out and bears marks and a frayed rope from 
some long ago hanging.

l2-3. Cluttered rooml2-3. Cluttered room
The eastern door is rotted wood that opens easily. Crossing the room 

is more difficult as it has been stuffed with all manner of furniture: 
bunks, tables, chairs and couches are stacked haphazardly, some as if 
they were literally tossed in here and left where they landed. A character 
walking through the room must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity check 
to avoid drawing a random encounter as a stack of chairs falls or a 
precariously perched table tumbles over.

The room is thick with dust. It is rarely used thanks to the green 
slime outside the main entrance.

l2-4. rats!l2-4. rats!
The eastern door to this room is boarded up from the hallway side. 

Opening it requires tools (crowbar, hammer, etc.) or it can be burst 
open with a successful DC 15 Strength check — though both of these 
make enough noise that a wandering monster check should be made.

The large room was once a barracks or guardroom, with rotting cots 
standing against the walls and arming dummies sitting in the corner. 
The floor is barely visible though, as mounds of torn up vellum, 
blankets, pillows, straw, and anything else that could be shredded have 
been scattered about. An iron door to the north is closed and arcane 
locked.

A small pack of 14 giant rats make its lair here, having burrowed 
up from below when the level flooded. Thus, several holes are under 
all of the shredded junk, and anyone rushing into the room must make 
a successful DC 14 Dexterity saving throw to avoid getting their foot 
caught in one of the hidden rat tunnels. This causes 1 hp bludgeoning 
damage and the character’s Speed is reduced to zero. A Character can 
use an action to extract their foot.

Treasure: A full 10 minutes of searching reveals a broken sword 
pommel with an inset garnet worth 200 gp.

ChaPter 2: the lighthouse oF anan marathChaPter 2: the lighthouse oF anan marath
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l2-5. the tomb oF Commander davarionl2-5. the tomb oF Commander davarion
The single entrance to this room has been under the effects of an 

arcane lock for the last 65 years. Stairs once led down but they collapsed 
and are filled with rubble. Beyond, tattered tapestries depicting various 
scenes hang from the walls: glorious sunrises dominated by the 
lighthouse in its prime, a large ship from the Kingdom of Oceanus, 
and a trio that show the early villagers of Saemish fighting off the 
pirates and wayfarers that plagued the coast in the Battle of Undertide.

All the furniture in the room is pushed against the walls, leaving the 
center of the room bare. Melted puddles of wax that were once candles 
ring a pentacle and circle on the floor drawn in white powder and aged 
salt. Seated in the center of the circle is Commander Bors Davarion, 
who was cursed into undeath by his following of the Brotherhood of 
the Sea. He still wears the tattered regalia of his time as a commander 
in the Oceanus Navy — a sharp jacket with a high collar, a short cape, 
and what was once a jaunty captains’ hat — but his features are twisted 
and his skin taut, giving him a near skeletal appearance. Most alarming 
are the two rubbery tentacles growing out of the sides of his face that 
wither and writhe in his undeath.

Close inspection of the pentacle and a successful DC 15 Intelligence 
(Arcana) check reveal that it was broken long ago and is not useful to 
hold the creature.

During the battle to remove the Brotherhood of the Sea from 
the lighthouse, Davarion fled despite his oaths to Dagon and the 
Brotherhood. He hid in his quarters during the fighting and was cursed 
and struck down by the vengeful demon god of the sea to rise again as 
an aqueous wightB. Even as he died, tentacles of the sea burst from 
his skin, and rage and strength flooded him. He rejoined the fight, but 
it was already too late. Ambar Domeille herself drove him back to this 
point where she used her spells to create a magical circle of protection 
to lock him in place as they were unable to defeat him. Despite her 
best efforts, the circle was flawed, but the wizard lock on the door has 
held over the years.

As decades passed, the rage leached out of Davarion and now he 
simply wants to leave. When the characters enter, he parleys and 
pretends to be trapped by the circle until he can slip past them and 
flee. If attacked, the rage returns and he fights until destroyed or the 
party flees.

l2-6. storerooml2-6. storeroom
Piles of lumber have been stored here. Thick cobwebs hang above 

but there is no danger.

l2-7. trainingl2-7. training
The wooden door to this room is swollen and stuck.
This large room appears to be an old training ground. Rotted 

arming dummies, archery targets, and axe blocks are scattered about. 
A serviceable longsword and warhammer can be found among the 
cobwebs.

l2-8. Pirate guardsl2-8. Pirate guards
The heavy wooden door to this room is locked. It can be opened with 

a successful DC 17 Dexterity check with thieves’ tools or a successful 
DC 18 Strength check. If checked for noise, the rough laughing and 
carousing of pirates can be heard beyond.

This large L-shaped room has an odd angle at the northeastern 
corner that is covered with a mural of Miru, the local fish goddess. 
Several tables have been set up and are covered with coins, dice and 
cards. Fresh foodstuffs have been stacked against the western wall, 
and light flickering from candles and torches casts odd shadows.

Two secret doors are here, one to the north and one to the south. The 
northern secret door can be opened by pressing the eye of Miru. The 
pirates have not discovered this secret door. The southern door is made 
to appear as part of the paneled wall and is locked. A sliding panel hides 
the keyhole. The trigger for the northern door and the sliding panel can 

each be found with successful DC 18 Wisdom (Perception) checks, 
and the lock to the southern door can be picked with a successful DC 
18 Dexterity with thieves’ tools.

Standing watch here are 4 pirate guards (use thugs with scimitars 
instead of maces). Despite this being the only entrance to the upper 
level that the bandits use, they are very lax and are surprised unless 
excessive noise is made opening the door. Their leader keeps them 
here in six-hour shifts. Though these pirates work with the cultists of 
Dagon below and attend services, they have not yet “bought in” to the 
evil religion.

Treasure: Scattered about the tables are 52 sp and 49 cp. One bandit 
carries the key to the secret door to the south.

l2-9. money For nothingl2-9. money For nothing
A prominent set of stairs runs up to the level above and a set also 

runs down among piles of rubble. A small leather sack leans against 
the wall next to the door and is filled near to the brim with 100 sp. 
Faint light filters in through arrow slits along the stairwell.

l2-10. loCked rooml2-10. loCked room
The stone door to this old guardroom is locked, and the key was 

lost long ago. It can be opened with a successful DC 19 Dexterity 
check with thieves’ tools or a successful DC 21 Strength check. The 
bandits and cultists below never bothered to open it. Faint light filters 
in through arrow slits, and murder holes adorn the north wall. Several 
barrels of spears with rotting shafts have been pushed against the walls.

l2-11. guard CaPtain’s rooml2-11. guard CaPtain’s room
Once the rather spartan chamber of the captain of the guard, an old 

dust-covered bed and wardrobe stand along the wall. Rotting, once-
fine clothes and piles of bedding have been stuffed into the wardrobe. 
An odd-angled wall contains a door that leads to the southwestern 
tower.

l2-12. stirges’ nestl2-12. stirges’ nest
This partially collapsed tower has no upper floor. Support beams 

are visible among the masonry above, and the stairs that once climbed 
to the floor above end about halfway up the tower. A large nest of 
sticks, bones, tufts of grass, and seaweed is suspended over the support 
beams. Stairs leading to the lower level are partially clogged with 
fallen rubble.

The nest is the home of 12 stirges.
Treasure: The stirges have gathered quite a small batch of shiny 

goods, but the nest must be reached (25 feet up) or dislodged to acquire 
any of it. In the nest are 227 gp and five 50 gp gems.

l2-13. log rooml2-13. log room
Racks filled with old, rolled up parchments and scrolls line the 

walls. Several stoppers of long-dried ink rest upon a table next to a 
trio of rotted quills.

The scrolls date from 3447 I.R. to 3452 I.R. when the lighthouse 
was active. They detail a tremendous amount of shipping invoices, 
taxes, and accounts for such a small village — it is clear this was one 
of the most used stopovers on the trip from Endhome to Eastwych.

l2-14. emPty rooml2-14. emPty room
Twelve rotted bunks are lined up in this room, each with an open 

footlocker at its foot. All are empty.
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l2-15. sPiders!l2-15. sPiders!
This heavy wooden door has been boarded over. It requires tools 

(crowbar, hammer, etc.) or a successful DC 17 Strength check to burst 
open.

Thick, ropy strands of webbing fill this room. The strands cover an 
oddly angled wall and old furniture. A door flanked by piled metal urns 
stands in the angled wall. A crumbled arrow slit in the eastern wall lets 
light in from the outdoors. The 2 giant spiders here are intelligent and 
hungry.

Treasure: Five of the stacked urns hold 5148 sp (about 1000 coins 
in each). The sixth urn holds 533 gp. The seventh urn holds 3 potions 
of healing that dried over the years and must be mixed with wine to 
safely reconstitute them. Cutting or burning away the webs takes 30 
minutes and reveals a tarnished +1 shield dating from the time of the 
civil war on the Antonin Peninsula. It bears the rampant lions of Caer 
Saela, the country seat of the Antonin.

l2-16. CareFul Climbingl2-16. CareFul Climbing
The tower interior is dominated by a large set of stairs that lead up 

the wall to the floor above. Below the ascending stairs is a similar set 
that lead down to the level below. Both stairs leading up and down 
are crumbled, and a character trained in Survival immediately notices 
that they are unsafe despite being relatively intact. Others notice the 
damage with a successful DC 14 Wisdom (Perception) check.

If more than 70 pounds of weight is applied to the stairs, they 
collapse on a 1–2 on 1d6 and drop any unfortunate souls 20 feet for 7 
(2d6) bludgeoning damage (or half damage with a successful DC 14 
Dexterity saving throw). They land either in this room if ascending 
or Area L1-5 if descending. Anyone successfully reaching the top is 
rewarded with a beautiful view of the coastline.

l2-17. hidey holel2-17. hidey hole
This room is heavily barricaded because the pirates designated it as 

a fallback point. Tables and chairs have been piled on either side of a 
wide set of stairs that lead down to the floor below. Six men are here at 
all times: 5 normal pirates (use thugs with scimitars instead of maces) 
and their leader Alfin (bandit captain with AC 17 [+1 chain mail] and 
handaxe instead of dagger).

A thorough search of the room finds seven bags holding 150 sp each.

l2-18. interior hallwayl2-18. interior hallway
The main hall that runs around the center of the lighthouse is fully 

20 feet wide, with a ceiling 25 feet above. The walls are adorned with 
images of Miru, the local koi fish demigoddess.

the ground Floorthe ground Floor

Captain Roga’s pirates, bandits, and their cultist masters dominate 
the ground floor of the lighthouse. Any random encounters here are 
with 1d4 pirates (use thugs with scimitars instead of maces) going 
about various tasks: searching rooms, hiding their own treasure, or 
skipping their guard shift (they are pirates, after all). Underground 
tunnels and bad structural planning pushed stagnant seawater up into 
the floor of the northwestern corner of the ground floor to flood several 
rooms.

l1-1. seCret entranCel1-1. seCret entranCe
This secret door can be found with a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) 

check but is most easily viewed at dusk as Davrik, the evening guard, 
is prone to stepping out to smoke his pipe and cracks the door, which 
is visible to anyone who has a sightline to the northern wall while on 
the island.

Beyond the door is a smelly hallway that leads 40 feet to a T-shaped 
intersection. It is 10 feet wide, and the floor is wet with slime and 
silt that washes in under the door and drips from drains in the ceiling 
above. A handrail has been installed along the righthand side of the 
wall.

While the floor is slick, it is safe, and the pirates avoid the trapped 
handrail. Anyone holding tightly to the handrail and pushing down 
(to avoid the water) causes the rail to drop about 3 inches, which 
opens vents above and drains about 50 gallons of vile water filled with 
dead and moldy fish on anyone in the hall. The water is so fouled that 
anyone doused must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving throw 
or become diseased over the next 1d6 days and end up vomiting and 
feverish. Affected characters lose 1d4 hit points per day until healed.

Davrik (thug with scimitar instead of mace) is the only guard 
stationed here in the evening.

l1-2 the Cisternl1-2 the Cistern
A cistern fills the back wall of this room. It is 15 feet across with 

a base made of mortared stone. Benches of stone line the walls, and 
a chandelier hangs from the ceiling about 25 feet above. Old, dried 
bloodstains mar the floor. A winch and bucket hang from the ceiling 
above the well.

One of the benches contains a secret compartment — a simple seat 
that lifts like a lid to reveal a 50-foot rope ladder and a pouch with 4 gp. 
The compartment can be noticed with a successful DC 15 Intelligence 
(Investigation) check. The rope ladder leads down to Area SC-1A.

Four pirates (use thugs with scimitars instead of maces) guard the 
well at all times. If the characters strike up a conversation, they tell 
tales of strange, sodden, dead things crawling their way out of the 
depths, with claws and burning eyes.

Treasure: These four pirates carry a total of 97 sp in belt pouches.

l1-3. main halll1-3. main hall
Torches light this large area that appears to be a rowdy tavern. It 

is cluttered with tables, each covered in bowls, plates, silverware, 
drinks, dice, and cards. Bedrolls are lined up around the outer edge of 
the “common room,” and small doors lead to privies on either side of 
the hall. A set of once-grand stairs on the far eastern wall lead up to 
the arched ceiling above. Most of the day, 21 pirates (use thugs with 
scimitars instead of maces) can be found loitering, drinking, singing, 
sleeping in bedrolls and cots, or occupying the privies. About half are 
sleeping or resting, while the others enjoy their time off. The exception 
is one hour before dawn, when all of the pirates who aren’t on watch 
travel to the chapel at Area L1-6 for services to Dagon for an hour.

As the pirates employ several ships, it is possible for the characters 
to sneak in among the buccaneers as  new recruits. Combat here can be 
very deadly for a low-level party. The pirates are surprised and shocked 
at first, but within 3 rounds manage to waken their fellows and send 
runners for the priest in the chapel of Dagon. Buck (veteran with a 
potion of healing and AC 16 [chain mail]), Captain Roga’s first mate, 
is a competent warrior and quickly puts together a fighting force with 
rudimentary tactics. They do not fight to the death but retreat along the 
hallways, using rooms when necessary for surprise and cover.

Treasure: If the characters defeat the pirates, a fair haul of treasure 
can be found among the tables and in various pockets, boots, and 
pouches: 872 cp used for gambling, 200 gp emerald chip in a boot 
heel, 100 gp fine silverware, seven necklaces with small gemstones 
worth 70 gp each, and bags, satchels, and pouches containing 972 gp 
in various coinages from nearby towns. Buck has a potion of healing 
and a small pouch with 92 gp.
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l1-4. armoryl1-4. armory
Stairs lead down to a square room at the base of the tower. Dust and 

cobwebs cover everything, and this room has a strong sense of disuse. 
Armor stands and weapons’ racks line the walls, and 11 shields adorn 
the dusty walls. The northern wall seems slick with moisture.

The moisture is in fact a grey ooze, a creature that looks disarmingly 
like wet, damp rock. It attacks with surprise anyone examining the 
shields on the wall.

l1-5. abandoned storerooml1-5. abandoned storeroom
The base of this tower was used as a storeroom, but the pirates 

ransacked it long ago. Bits of broken armor and smashed arrows lie 
along the discolored walls of the chamber. Stairs lead up and down.

It is quite clear that a pitched battle was fought here many years ago. 
Close inspection and a successful DC 12 Intelligence (Investigation) 
check reveal the walls and floors are discolored due to dried bloodstains. 
The stairs lead up to Area L2-16 and down to Area SC-4.

l1-6. ChaPell1-6. ChaPel
This long hall holds a dozen pews, and six fountains of black marble 

adorn the south wall. A dais to the east bears a green altar with a bas-
relief impression sculpted up the wall behind the dais. A trio of bedrolls 
lie among the general clutter of this aged room.

This was once intended to be the grand chapel to Miru; however, the 
cultists grew brash and eventually desecrated it when they felt their 
power had grown enough to challenge the locals. They moved much 
of the iconography from their secret chapel (Area SC-6) here and used 
their magic to twist the imagery to make it far more sinister.

The bas-relief, which previously showed a large wave surrounding 
and protecting a group of huddled villagers from the evils of the 
sea, was changed to show a menacing wave crashing over masses of 
humans while a green-skinned merman rides the wave, spearing down 
with a golden, barbed trident. The whole relief is 4 feet by 4 feet.

Unless otherwise engaged, 3 clerics of Dagon (cult fanatics) are 
here at all times on a rotating schedule with those from the caves below. 
They keep the pirates in line and conduct services despite knowing the 
thugs are mostly hopeless when it comes to religion.

Each day, roll 1d6; on a 1–3, Cordon Fain (if he has not already 
been killed) is present in the shrine. Cordon Fain uses the statistics of 
a priest with the following changes:

* His Challenge Rating is 3 (700 XP)
* He has a Strength of 14 (+2)
* He has AC 18 (plate)
* He uses a +1 flail instead of a mace (+5 to hit, 7 [1d8 + 3] 

bludgeoning damage)
* Replace cure wounds with inflict wounds and lesser restoration 

with silence.

l1-7. anterooml1-7. anteroom
Cloaks and religious robes line the walls of this L-shaped room. Soft 

slippers are lined up beneath the robes. A plush purple rug covers the 
cold stone floor. The tower door is locked and can be opened with a 
successful DC 18 Dexterity check with thieves’ tools.

l1-8. tower Floorl1-8. tower Floor
Bits of bone from small animals and detritus from the floor above is 

scattered about here. Otherwise, it is empty but for the stairs.

l1-9. taPestry rooml1-9. taPestry room
Both doors leading into this room are swollen from moisture and 

require a successful DC 16 Strength check to burst them open.
All four walls of this room feature tapestries. Three are plain and 

show scenes of everyday life in Saemish several decades ago. Not 
much has changed! The northern tapestry is much more unique, much 
more detailed, and of higher quality. It appears to show a path through 
mountains to a dragon’s hoard.

The secret door can be found easily by removing the tapestries but 
is trapped (see Area L1-10).

l1-10. seCret storerooml1-10. seCret storeroom
The stone door behind the tapestries is trapped. Opening then closing 

the door activates the trap. If left unattended, the door swings closed 
on its own after 1d4 rounds. As soon as it latches, the floor drops out of 
the room and dumps anyone inside 20 feet onto a spiked floor doing 7 
(2d6) bludgeoning damage and each character must make a successful 
DC 15 Dexterity saving throw or take an additional 5 (2d5) piercing 
damage from the spikes. The trap can be detected with a successful DC 
17 Intelligence (Investigation) check and disarmed with a successful 
DC 16 Dexterity check with thieves’ tools.

The walls of this room hold dozens of shelves, each secured into the 
stone. They hold tens of statues, icons, and unholy symbols dedicated 
to Dagon made of iron, sea stone and granite. Most are important only 
to followers of Dagon.

The wall-mounted shelves can hold up to 250 pounds each before 
breaking and dropping. Reopening the door resets the trap. It is 
possible for characters to become trapped below the floor if the door is 
reopened after they fall.

l1-11. sodden rooml1-11. sodden room
The heavy wooden door to this room is swollen with moisture and 

stuck. A small puddle leaks through on the floor and spreads out into 
the hallway. A successful DC 16 Strength check allows a character to 
pass.

This large room was once a suite containing a bed, chest, and 
drawers. All have been thoroughly searched and are waterlogged. 
Nearly an inch of water is on the floor.

l1-12. waterworldl1-12. waterworld
The floor of this chamber is flooded with dark water. It is impossible 

to tell the depth without prodding ahead or using a very bright light 
such as a continual light spell. The northwest corner in particular 
drops 25 feet to a plug that has been installed below (see Area S-5C). 
The plug cannot be moved from this side without magic or by finding 
another way to drain the water first.

l1-13. rotted Fineryl1-13. rotted Finery
Two feet of water covers the floor in this once-fine chamber. Musty, 

ruined tapestries cover the walls, and a silver and crystal chandelier 
covered in sticky strands hangs lopsided from the ceiling. The north 
wall appears weathered and heavily corroded. In truth, a fungal 
creeperB sustains itself on the minerals found in the stone but still 
lusts for blood.

Treasure: If removed from the ceiling, the chandelier has enough 
silver and crystal to be worth 240 gp. Searching the water for at least 
10 minutes reveals an abandoned gold and silver necklace worth 85 
gp.
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l1-14. hall oF shadowsl1-14. hall oF shadows
This dark hall is flooded, and the walls are slick with condensation 

and smell of must and rot. Faded and worn tapestries, some covered 
in mold, hang on the walls. Close inspection reveals them to be vile 
images showing priests of Dagon performing strange rites, drinking 
the blood of virgins, consummation in the sea, and ritual drowning.

The room is the lair of 4 shadows that gleefully surround themselves 
with scenes of their life. They were once priests of Dagon who were 
killed in the final battle here so many years ago. They whisper as they 
attack, praising Dagon even in death.

Treasure: Searching the water reveals one item per 10 minutes of 
searching:

• Whisper, a +1 dagger that mumbles softly to itself at all   
 times as if someone were talking in another room. What is  
 said is usually unimportant ramblings about killing, but you  
 may substitute a clue or quest at any time.

• a chalice worth 270 gp.
• a silver inlaid shield sporting the lighthouse on its front 

worth 130 gp.

l1-15 shaCkled beautyl1-15 shaCkled beauty
Rubble fills a stairwell that leads up into this tower. The water here 

is 2 feet deep. A beautiful woman in tattered scraps of clothing sits on 
the stones in the dark water. Long ago she was the unwilling mistress 
of Captain Davarion, the aqueous wight trapped in Area L2-5. Since 
his fall and the arrival of the Brotherhood of the Sea, she has been 
trapped here, held in this room by a magical shackle. The heavy chain 
is bolted to the floor and runs to a collar around her neck.

Should anyone enter, she quickly stands and calls out, “Be careful!” 
while gesturing wildly at the water. The shackle prevents her from 
harming or being harmed by others, so she cannot help the characters, 
but she warns them as best she can of the giant electric eelB that 
arrived through a small tunnel that leads to the sea.

The magical shackle has kept Alisa (commoner) alive. It holds 
her in place physically, allowing her about 10 feet of movement, and 
spiritually. She doesn’t age, take damage, and cannot cause damage in 
any way while shackled. The shackle releases easily, but only for one 
round. Unless another creature is shackled immediately, it teleports the 
last prisoner (no save) back into its clutches.

Alisa remembers much of the history of Anan Marath and can be 
persuaded to share some of the background if she is released.

l1-16. the great stairs and sunl1-16. the great stairs and sun
Both doors that lead into this room are massive locked bronze 

portals adorned with sigils of light, the sea, and power. No one knows 
where the keys are. The doors can be unlocked with a successful DC 
19 Dexterity check with thieves’ tools.

Inside is a massive hollow tower that rises to the apex of the 
lighthouse. A miniature sun blazes nearly 60 feet above, hanging in 
midair like a giant flaming ball to flood the room with light and heat. 
A great stone stairway climbs its way around the huge room, rising 
nearly 200 feet to an oddly shaped platform above, visible in the light 
of the “sun.” A mist or smoky cloud can be seen filtering slowly down. 
The walls appear to be made of thousands of interlocking tiles about 
6 inches across.

This room is the center of the lighthouse and is used to focus the 
light of the mini sun to turn it into the powerful beam that shines 
across the bay. Light from the “sun” is focused by thousands of mirrors 
on the back of the tiles. A lever on the platform above activates the 
mechanisms that cause these to spin. The mirrors focus the light 
to a globe far above, which then spins the light out over the water. 
Everything is currently in the “off” position.

The “sun” is fully 10 feet in diameter and is in truth a miniature 
sun conjured from the Elemental Plane of Fire long ago to provide the 
light in the lighthouse. It radiates an intense heat 10 feet around and 
is uncomfortably warm throughout the rest of the room. Touching or 
falling into the “sun” causes 35 (10d6) fire damage. Should the tiles be 
investigated, it is possible with some force to turn one, revealing the 
mirror on the opposite side.

The misty cloud is caused by the smoke dragon in Area L3-1.

l3-1. the aPexl3-1. the aPex
The stairs lead up through the smoke to an open landing with a 

commanding view of the “sun” below, the sea, and the coastline. A 
single pillar rises 20 feet above the lighthouse peak from the platform. 
A ball of dark crystal sits atop the pillar. The tower top is buffeted by 
wind, and only a 3-foot crenelated wall separates the platform from a 
drop down the sides.

The western wall contains a dais piled with treasure, and from 
which protrudes a strange 3-foot metal box. Lying in front of this and 
generating the smoke is a small, 8-foot-long dragon with dark, sooty 
scales and piercing blue eyes. It is an old smoke dragonB.

While the dragon has been happy to live off of livestock and the 
occasional fisherman, he has been bored and is quite excited to attack 
fresh meat. His preference is to strafe the tower top, spewing smoke to 
disable his prey. Should anyone stray too near the edge, he attempts to 
slam into them to knock them off the tower top to fall 100 feet to the 
roof below. If brought below 10 hp, he flees if he can, but comes back 
to harry the party if he sees them move toward the treasure.

Treasure: The smoke dragon has the following treasure:

• A glass and gold inlaid sacrificial bowl (125 gp)
• Wand of magic detectionSilk robes (60 gp)
• Various coins: 257 gp, 156 sp, 561 cp
• Jeweled sacrificial dagger with a ruby in the hilt (100 gp)
• Jeweled plate mail with inset sapphires (300 gp)

The strange metal box is actually on hinges set into the stone dais 
and can be pulled up but is rusted shut. A successful DC 14 Strength 
check is needed to open the box, which reveals a single lever in the 
“down” position. Pulling the lever spins all of the tiles in the room 
below, which all turn mirror-side up and send brilliant beams of light 
up to the crystal globe. The globe begins spinning slowly and sends a 
pure beam of light out over the waters. Groups who successfully re-
light the lighthouse should receive a group award of 2000 experience 
points!
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the sea Cavesthe sea Caves

The sea caves are hidden in folds of rock on the eastern side of Anan 
Marath and are accessible only by ship during high tide. For nearly a 
generation now, pirates have used the large cave to take harbor and to 
gain access to the lighthouse above and the evil shrine below.

Each day, roll 1d6; on 1–2, the pirate ship Scourge is anchored in 
the hidden cove.

On this same level, though unconnected to the caves physically, is 
the upper shrine of Dagon.

Each day, roll 1d6; on 1–3, Cordon Fain (if he has not already been 
killed) is present in the shrine.

Cordon Fain uses the statistics of a priest with the following 
changes:

• His Challenge Rating is 3 (700 XP)
• He has a Strength of 14 (+2)
• He has AC 18 (plate)
• He uses a +1 flail instead of a mace (+5 to hit, 7 [1d8 + 3]  

 bludgeoning damage)
• Replace cure wounds with inflict wounds and lesser   

 restoration with silence.

sC-1a. Flooded CavesC-1a. Flooded Cave
The cistern above (Area L1-2) drops some 50 feet to a watery cave 

below. The water swirls as lapping waves to the south push more water 
over the lip of the cave into this pool. The water is only about a foot and 
a half at its deepest, and the walls and ceiling are all damp and covered 
in moss and mold, giving the area a salty, musty smell. Despite this, 
the water in this cave appears to be fresh and has a faintly sweet smell. 
It flows from the west. A passage can be seen leading west, while the 
eastern passage seems to open into a sodden beach.

sC-1b. the beaChsC-1b. the beaCh
Sand and silt wash up onto this small beach that stretches along 

the interior of a massive cavern underneath the lighthouse. Old crates, 
boxes, and trunks are piled up above the tide line. A fold in the far wall 
lets in sunlight through a passage large enough for a ship to fit through 
and remain obscured from the shore.

The beach is a fairly busy place, with pirates often loading or 
unloading goods onto the beach. A small clan of gillmonkeys has taken 
up residence below the waves as well, making three factions: priest of 
Dagon overseers, pirates, and the gillmonkeys.

There is a chance for one or more of these factions to be on the 
beach:

1d8 Encounter
1–4 No encounter

5 2d4 pirate† guards
6 2d4 pirate† guards fighting 2d4 gillmonkeysB

7 Priest* and 1d4 pirate† guards fighting 3d4+3
gillmonkeysB

8 Priest* and 2d4 pirate† guards fighting
2d4gillmonkeysB

†For pirate, use thug but replace the mace with a scimitar
*The priests have inflict wounds instead of cure wounds.

Treasure: If no combat is occurring, the boxes and crates can be 
searched without interruption, but only old, waterlogged foodstuffs, 
clothes, and a trunk with several dozen pairs of fancy shoes set out to 
dry can be found. The pirates decided to keep the shoes stolen from a 
passing merchant ship, not realizing that one of set of sturdy boots is a 
pair of boots of striding and springing.

sC-2. the sPringsC-2. the sPring
Strange tectonics far below pushed a spring of fresh, pure water up 

from the bedrock deep below. The water has a particularly sweet taste. 
Should it be bottled and blessed, it acts as a potion that removes all 
toxins from any liquid with which it is mixed.

sC-3. the FunnelsC-3. the Funnel
The natural cave begins to smooth out, not as if worked, but as if 

it had been melted at some point in the distant past. As it nears its 
end, it opens up into a slightly larger cavern whose floor slopes down 
into a wide funnel. Spikes driven into the lip of the funnel hold an 
old frayed rope that runs down the funnel. Any noise here alerts an 
aqueous zombieB, one of the undead raised by the priests of Dagon. 
His bloated and waterlogged body takes three rounds to climb up the 
rope to reach characters.

sC-4. anteChambersC-4. anteChamber
This large room has been cut from the rock and features a large 

stairway and two ornate doors. The stone door to the north is carved 
in bas-relief at the top to depict hunting sharks devouring swimmers, 
while below them strange symbols wrap around barely outlined 
tentacles curling up from the depths. An intricate lock is set into the 
center of the door. Cordon Fain (Area L1-6) holds the key and the lock 
can otherwise be opened with a successful DC 21 Dexterity check with 
thieves’ tools.

The western door is aged wood and painted with figures bowing and 
worshipping a massive fishlike creature, whose details are obscured, 
but is clearly Dagon. The door is unlocked.

Standing guard here at all times are 6 animated skeletons (with 
AC 16) wearing chainmail and wielding longswords instead of 
shortswords. The sounds of combat do not draw additional encounters.

sC-5. Priests’ ready roomsC-5. Priests’ ready room
A short flight of stairs leads up to the main level of this room. A large 

desk covered in notes sits near the center, a rack with robes lines the 
north wall, and three large chests sit against the eastern wall. Seven 
cots with blankets and pillows flank the southern door. If the cleric 
lackeys (cult fanatics) have been encountered in Area SC-6, they are 
not here; otherwise, they are resting between sermons.

Treasure: The following treasure can be found:
Chest 1 (Locked and trapped): The lock plate surrounding the 

keyhole must be rotated 180 degrees clockwise before opening or the 
keyhole disgorges a rapidly expanding bubble of murky seawater, up 
to 10 feet in diameter, that envelops the opener (looking much like a 
soap bubble). The bubble of water cannot be breached thereafter by 
normal means, but it can be “popped” by dealing at least 6 piercing 
damage. The bubble remains in place for 10 minutes (more than long 
enough to drown anyone trapped inside).

The trap and the means of disarming it can be detected with a 
successful DC 16 Intelligence (Investigation) check. The lock can be 
picked with a successful DC 17 Dexterity check with thieves’ tools.

Inside the chest are 1359 gp and 7 small diamond chips worth 120 
gp each.

Chest 2 (Unlocked): This chest is filled with extra robes, cloaks, 
caps, socks, and undergarments.

Chest 3 (No lock, trapped): The chest detects as magical. The 
exterior of this chest is painted to show an undersea wonderland of 
anemones, coral, and seaweed. Dozens of crabs with strange humanoid 
features can be seen among the underwater flora. Touching any of the 
painted areas causes several gallons of water to slosh into the room 
from the wall of the chest, which deposits 1d4 crabfolkB into the 
room. The trap can be detected with a successful DC 15 Intelligence 
(Arcana) check.

Inside the chest are 14 bars of green sea stone carved into wicked, 
10-pound scepters worth 50 gp each. Atop that is a bag of 300 emerald 
chips, each the size of a small pebble, worth 5 gp each.
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sC-6. uPPer shrine oF dagonsC-6. uPPer shrine oF dagon
The shrine is divided into two sections: a lower floor for worshippers 

and an upper platform for priests. The lower section is lit by braziers 
with large tubs of boiling seawater that fill the air with a salty musk. 
Nearly two dozen prayer mats are lined up facing the altar above. 
There are always 1d6 + 2 pirates (use thug but replace mace with 
scimitar) worshipping on the lower floor and 2 aqueous zombiesB on 
the upper level.

The upper level contains a green stone altar covered in hardened 
salt and flanked by black candles. The northern wall is a huge bas-
relief of Dagon and is flanked by barrels of saltwater. It exudes a 
putrescent light and scent all its own — the scent of creatures rotting 
and decaying at the bottom of the sea for millennia. If the 3 cleric 
lackeys (cult fanatics) have not been encountered in Area SC-5, they 
are found here.

Should the characters have the misfortune of arriving one hour 
before dawn, they face a full congregation of 21 pirates (use thug but 
replace mace with scimitar), 3 cleric lackeys (cult fanatics), and 2 
aqueous zombiesB.

The altar to Dagon is harmless but thoroughly evil. The bas-relief, 
however, was drawn up from deep beneath the ocean from a long-
forgotten temple and fused to the wall in the heyday of the Brotherhood 
of the Sea. The rock itself still retains the memories of that unearthly, 
underwater palace of doom. Anyone touching it has a vision of a 
massive underwater hall, deep and dark, swimming with sharks and 
eels. Anyone foolish enough to continue to touch it for a full round 
is subjected to the full crushing weight of the depths, as if they were 
more than 100 feet underwater, and take 10 (3d6) bludgeoning damage. 
Should anyone continue touching after the second round, they see in 
their vision a great bloated fish of unimaginable countenance — and 
must succeed on a DC 14 Wisdom saving throw or have their mind 
torn asunder, rendering them a gibbering madman.

Treasure: Chipping the salt off the altar reveals gold plating worth 
500 gp. In the bottom of one of the barrels of salt water is a ring of 
greater protectionA that slipped off the finger of a former cleric (who 
is now a madman).

deeP CavesdeeP Caves

In eons past, these natural caves completely flooded with seawater, 
but nearly 200 years ago an earthquake caused a large portion of the 
water to drain into a deep crevice.

These caves are now well and truly the domain of the priests of 
Dagon. They send out patrols from their great shell temple to search 
for secret caves and exits, and their vicious undead roam the halls 
relentlessly. From time to time, promising pirates and captives to 
be sacrificed are brought down to this level and taken to the priests’ 
massive shrine. There is a 1-in-6 chance of a random encounter every 
thirty minutes.

1d6 Encounter
1 Dagonite patrol
2 1d4 aqueous zombiesB

3 Green slimeB

4 Crab meat
5 Swarm of Barracuda!
6 Flash flood

Dagonite Patrol: This patrol consists of 3 underpriestsB and 1d6 + 
2 pirateB followers. They scout the caves in search of secret areas that 
their ancient texts state are hidden in the walls.

Aqueous Zombies: These undead wander freely through the muck 
and water. They attack anything on sight unless a symbol of Dagon is 
presented.

Green Slime: The party passes under or very near a large patch 
of green slime that attempts to drop upon the unwary. It often is near 
or disguised by large patches of mold that grow around it, making 
it difficult to see.Crab Meat: The area is the site of a recent battle 
between priests of Dagon and a pack of giant crabs. The crabs have all 
been slain, and their corpses drift lazily in the current.

Barracuda!: A school of barracuda (use swarm of quippers with 
Constitution 10 [+0] and 36 Hit Points) found their way in through one 
of the waterfalls and cruise about the caves in search of food. If they 
can catch one character alone or at least 50 feet away from the group, 
they attack en masse.

Flash Flood: From time to time, the water that rushes into the caves 
via various waterfalls becomes stopped up, either by debris, fallen 
rocks, or large sea creatures. The water level in nearby caves drops 
quickly to only a few inches deep for 1d6 rounds, and then a wall 
of water rushes in as whatever blocked it breaks free. Determine the 
direction of the blockage based on the nearest waterfall.

Anyone still in the cave when the water breaks free must succeed on 
a DC 15 Strength saving throw or be knocked into a random adjacent 
cavern. The priests know well enough to move away quickly when this 
happens, but other, lesser intelligent creatures do not flee the waters.

d1-1. bottom oF the holed1-1. bottom oF the hole
The rough hole drops 50 feet, with about 30 feet passing through 

stone. An old, frayed and rotted rope hangs down 40 feet and ends 
above the water. Inspecting the walls of the hole reveals nooks and 
crannies burrowed into the stone about 10 feet from the top of the 
funnel. Careful listening reveals the sounds of water below and the 
rustling of many small creatures moving throughout the burrows. This 
is the lair of 10 giant rats, all of which are starving as they avoid the 
undead. The burrows are only 2 feet wide. A Small character could 
navigate them by squeezing; most shields and plate armor will not fit. 
The rats’ nest is located about 15 feet into the tunnel.

Below, the vertical tunnel opens into a rough cavern. The floor is 
covered in 3 feet of cold seawater. A noticeable current leads toward 
Area D1-3, and a constant rumble is heard.

Treasure: If the party reaches the rats’ nest, they find a chipped 
quartz (10 gp), an eyepatch with a ruby in the center (500 gp), and 
a 2-inch-long miniature axe. Writing on the blade is far too small to 
see with the naked eye. Should characters devise a way to read the 
dwarvish writing, it says: Zibium, the Secret Blade. Speaking the word 
“Zibium” returns the axe to normal size, and it acts as a +1 handaxe 
only in the hands of a dwarf. Speaking the command word again 
returns the axe to its miniature size.

d1-2. the writing on the walld1-2. the writing on the wall
The current here is quite strong. Any small creatures who are not 

roped together (or have taken other precautions) should make a DC 12 
Strength check to avoid being swept toward Area D1-3.

The north and south walls have writing etched into them, about 
5 feet above the waterline. The writing is in an archaic mode of the 
common tongue, and a read languages spell or a successful DC 12 
Intelligence check is necessary to parse it out fully.
North Wall WritiNgNorth Wall WritiNg

Behold yon sea, crushing, crashing, chasing, changing
Beneath these waves it is still, and cold, and darkness everlasting

South Wall WritiNgSouth Wall WritiNg

Inky depths about hate’s heart, a deeper darkness slumbers
Only the will of Dagon holds back the pure, black numbers
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d1-3. waterFalld1-3. waterFall
The sound of a waterfall rumbles harshly through the chamber. The 

grind of water on stone tears at the characters’ ears. The current is 
swift, and very strong. At the entrance to this area, small creatures 
must make successful DC 12 Strength checks or be pulled over in the 
current. If any others move more than 10 feet farther in, they must 
make the same saving throw. Anyone pulled into the current is swept 
over the edge into a vast crevice and lost forever along with all of 
their gear. You might allow the doomed characters a final Strength or 
Dexterity saving throw before they are swept into the crevice to grab 
the edge of the stone.

d1-4. Crabby dayd1-4. Crabby day
Silt, muck, mud, and salt deposits have washed into this room and 

lodged, creating an uneven floor. Many small lizards scuttle about. 
Walking through the mud is precarious as 5 giant hermit crabs 
(use giant crab with AC 16 and 24 hit points each) live here. They 
have grown large and strong on the many small amphibians who 
occasionally wash up here, and as such have maximum hit points. 
As they hide beneath the sand, they have advantage on their Stealth 
checks and attack with surprise if not noticed.

Treasure: Characters who search the beach for 20 minutes find six 
500 gp pearls.

d1-5. PlaCid laked1-5. PlaCid lake
The water here is placid, with only a slight current that causes 

small ripples and stirs up sediment. Unless the party prods ahead, the 
front rank drops off into a 10-foot-deep pit — not much of a problem 
unless the character is wearing medium or heavy armor. The pit is 
(fortunately) uninhabited by anything other than a corpse in rusted and 
pitted plate mail.

d1-6. sliCk walls?d1-6. sliCk walls?
The uneven floor of this cave rises to expose solid ground. The 

remains of a campfire sits at the highest point. It appears as if clothes 
and trash were used as fuel. The walls and ceiling behind the campfire 
are slick and damp with gray water. Leaning against the wall is a 
surprisingly shiny and stout polearm left behind when crabs attacked 
its owner.

The dampness is a crystal oozeB of no small intelligence (for an 
ooze). It left the polearm alone as it seems to draw adventurers and 
other humanoids like flies. When it hears anyone approach, it crawls 
up the wall and readies itself to drop on the unwary.Treasure: Elvish 
runes on the weapon name it Grimcleaver. It is a +1 polearm that 
allows an attuned wielder to cast detect thoughts twice per day. 
Carefully inspecting the ground reveals a loose stone over a pouch 
containing 245 gp.

d1-7. Current eventsd1-7. Current events
Water rushes through this chamber as it narrows. The current isn’t 

strong enough to pull the characters along unless they drop into the 
2-foot-deep water. Stalactites and stalagmites protrude from the floor 
and ceiling.

d1-8. roPer rodeod1-8. roPer rodeo
The water here is roughly 3 feet deep. Stalactites protrude from the 

ceiling, many of which appear melted. There are only two stalagmites, 
which may alert the party to the fact that something strange is going 
on here. The stalagmites are young Medium ropers only 5 hit dice (37 
hit points) and 25-foot reach with their tendrils. They are CR 3 and 
attack at +6 to hit.

d1-9. Quartz Caved1-9. Quartz Cave
Light pours in, along with wave upon wave of seawater. The 

waterfall runs down a tunnel into the shallows and rocks above, 
pouring in thousands of gallons of water a second. The light glitters 
off the water and the quartz-encrusted walls. It is a beautiful sight that 
belies nature. An enterprising party could potentially gain as much as 
20,000 gp worth of quartz, but it would take weeks, money, dwarven 
miners, and an ability to haul the quartz out. A simple search, however, 
reveals broken pieces in the water — 1200 gp worth.

d1-10. in deePd1-10. in deeP
This curved passage’s walls are slick with moisture. The current 

is faint here, yet small ripples disturb the water, hinting at something 
beneath. Prodding ahead reveals several 10-foot-deep pits beneath the 
slowly swirling seawater. Anyone not prodding ahead falls in the pits. 
Resting at the bottom of three of the pits are 3 aqueous zombiesB.

d1-11. watery stairsd1-11. watery stairs
Wide natural stairs rise out of the water. The sound of the falls is 

diminished, faded to a dull roar. Streams of water, no more than an 
inch deep, rush over the stairs, coming from up ahead. The stairs 
are heavily worn and slick but are dangerous only to those who are 
running. The walls here are very smooth, as if eroded over centuries. 
The ceiling rises to 50 feet above, and a massive shape, also smooth, 
rises in the shadows far ahead.

d1-12. that’s a shell oF a thingd1-12. that’s a shell oF a thing
A massive cavern opens before you. Rivulets of water run down the 

walls and drip from the ceiling in a cacophony of sound. Moss and 
mold grow in large patches on the walls, with sculpted edges from the 
rushing water.

In the center of this rises a strange sight. A shell rises at an angle 
from the muck like the cast-off skin of a chitinous leviathan dredged 
from the depths of a fathomless sea. Pale pink putrescent tissue 
stretches between the upper and lower plate, sealing off the inside 
from the cavern. At the base, a pair of carved doors leads like a tunnel 
into the carcass.

As this is a high activity area, encounters should occur on a 1–2 
on 1d6 instead of the normal 1. This always yields a Dagonite patrol 
of 3 underpriests (use cult fanatics with AC 16 [chain mail])and 2d4 
pirates (use thug but replace the mace with a scimitar).

d1-13. the doorsd1-13. the doors
The doors are cut into the base of the shell, which is the smoothest 

portion. They swing easily outward unless barred from the inside. The 
entrance is smooth and rounded on all edges. Muck and mud cover the 
floor up to four inches.
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d1-14. guest roomd1-14. guest room
This door is barred from the inside. It can be forced open with a 

successful DC 22 Strength check. Inside is a plush room with a bed, a 
dresser, a chest, a table, and rugs covering the floor. Used for visiting 
dignitaries, this room is currently occupied by a visiting priest of 
OrcusB (with a mace of JensA) named Jens.

Jens was sent from a nearby dungeon stronghold to attempt an 
alliance with the priests of Dagon. Thus far, they have rebuffed his 
offers, but shown him hospitality. He expected this and carries various 
gifts to entice them.
Treasure: Jens carries a 1000 gp aquamarine with which 

to entice the Dagonites, along with 10 bars of gold worth 
100 gp each.

d1-15. emPty guest roomd1-15. emPty guest room
Similar to Area D1-14, but unoccupied and unbarred.

d1-16. main entry Chamberd1-16. main entry Chamber
The interior walls are carved to show scenes of underwater life, 

in particular, the most vicious aspects. Sharks tear at meals, jellyfish 
crowd and kill a sea lion, and great tentacles rise from the depths to 
grapple with a ship on the surface.

The clear spaces on the walls have tridents and spears, a full dozen 
of each, hanging from hooks. Each of these has a ruby chip worth 100 
gp embedded into the haft. Several (2d4) Dagonite soldiers (use scout 
but replace the shortsword with a spear and remove the longbow) 
are always here relaxing in the mud or saying prayers to the strange 
creatures of the deep.

The soldiers shout warnings of “Surfacers!” and “To arms!”

inside the shellinside the shell
Few corners exist in the shell, as nearly all the surfaces are 

dried, petrified, and polished to a smooth, beautiful sheen. The 
outer membranes and muscles have likewise hardened to create 
a large exterior wall. Despite the upper shell rising at an angle, 
the ceiling height remains a uniform 18 feet unless otherwise 
noted. The ceiling (and floor, below the muck) are made of 
packed and dried musculature of the massive former scallop.

room sPeCiFiCsroom sPeCiFiCs
Ceiling Height 18 feet
Walls Smooth and polished
Floor Covered in 4 inches of muck and

mud
Doors Coral encrusted driftwood on

rollers
Air Cold and clammy, damp

The doors are not guarded the first time an assault is made 
against the priests. However, if the party retreats and returns, it 
is guarded by 2d4 pirates (use thug but replace the mace with 
a scimitar).followers at all times.

During the night, the monstrous crayfishB moves from its 
lair at Area D1-20 to Area D1-19 to guard Sir Keven’s room, 
and Sir Keven moves from Area D1-19 to Area D1-25 for his 
services. 
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d1-17. Prayer alCoved1-17. Prayer alCove
This alcove contains a wall sconce with a taper, a short bench for 

kneeling, and a large yet purposely vague image of Dagon. Anyone 
who kneels here for more than 1 full minute must make a DC 13 
Wisdom saving throw or drop into a confused trance for 1d4 x 10 
minutes as they experience visions of violent underwater deaths.

d1-18. leeCh nestd1-18. leeCh nest
The muck and mud drop away to water here to create a dark and 

swirling pool of sludge. Odd, sickly-looking plants grow from the 
water, the leftovers of the flora from the crushing bottom of the ocean. 
The waters contain dozens of leeches, and anyone foolish enough to 
take a dip finds themselves covered with the things. To make matters 
worse, the pool is easily 20 feet deep, and one of the leeches mutated 
into a giant sea leechB.

Treasure: 722 gp can be found at the bottom of the watery pit.

d1-19. Priest’s Chamberd1-19. Priest’s Chamber
The mud here is a mush of mostly water to about 2 inches and reeks 

of salt and blood. Despite this, there is a comfortable — if wet — bed 
at the center of the circular room and a steel chest along the wall. 
Prayers to Dagon are scrawled on the walls. During (surface) daylight 
hours, Sir Keven, the high priest of Dagon, is here resting or praying. 
During night hours, the monstrous crayfishB from Area D1-20 is 
brought here to guard the room during Keven’s absence. A thick steel 
chain runs around its chitinous neck like a leash.

Sir Keven uses the statistics of a priest with the following changes:

• His Challenge Rating is 3 (700 XP)
• He has a Strength of 16 (+3)
• He has AC 19 (+1 plate)
• He uses a +1 mace (+6 to hit, 7 [1d8 + 4] bludgeoning 

 damage)
• He has a staff of the seaA, a spell scroll with commune and 

 a spell scroll with cure wounds (at level 3)
• Replace lesser restoration with silence and dispel magic  

 with water cellC.

The chest is trapped with a salt acid spray. Anyone attempting to 
open it without using the key causes the acid to spray out in a 20-foot-
long arc. Anyone in the area must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity 
saving throw or take 10 (3d6) acid damage from the spray as it burns 
their faces and clothes. The trap can be detected with a successful DC 
16 Intelligence (Investigation) check and disarmed with a successful 
DC 14 Dexterity check with thieves’ tools. The lock can be picked 
with a DC 16 Dexterity check with thieves’ tools. Sir Keven keeps the 
key to the ches on his person along with a spell scroll of 

Treasure: 7496 sp, 3942 gp, a pouch with 10 miniature likenesses 
of Dagon worth 300 gp each.

d1-20. CrayFish laird1-20. CrayFish lair
Scratches and claw marks dot the walls and floor here, and the 

back of the hall is filled with sludge and detritus, with a hollowed-
out cubbyhole for the “tame” monstrous crayfishB that lives here. As 
noted above, the crayfish is away guarding Area D1-19 during night 
hours.

d1-21. hall oF Corald1-21. hall oF Coral
Water drips here constantly, bringing with it impurities and silt that 

have hardened to coral over the many years. The walls and floor are 
covered with the stuff. It is not dangerous but is a beautiful sight to 
behold.

d1-22. even CleriCs gotta god1-22. even CleriCs gotta go
This is the loo used by the priests of Dagon. The pool here is filthy 

but connects via small tunnels to the cavern outside. Small rivulets of 
running water slowly push Dagonite waste out of the pool. Anyone 
falling into this miserable pit has an effective Charisma of 3 until they 
can be thoroughly cleaned. A ring is lodged in a small crevice at the 
bottom of the pool. It is not magical, but if cleaned, it and the attached 
ruby are worth 1000 gp.

d1-23. great halld1-23. great hall
The ceiling soars to 30 feet, and the room is mostly dry. Once the 

muscular heart of the scallop, this area now holds more than a dozen 
sleeping pallets. Clothes, robes, and old boots are scattered about. 
There is a 30% chance that 1d4 lesser priests of Dagon (use cult 
fanatics) are here, and a 50% chance of 1d4 + 1 Dagonite soldiers 
(use scout but replace the shortsword with a spear and remove the 
longbow).

d1-24. slaves dend1-24. slaves den
Shackles are mounted to the walls for large and small humanoids. 

Rotted bones that have been picked clean line the floor. There is a 20% 
chance that 1d4 potential sacrifices (commoners) are here; these poor 
souls were picked up by the pirates during raids, or rarely, when they 
captured a rice farmer or loner from Saemish.

d1-25. the Fish bowld1-25. the Fish bowl
This area is the central focus of the temple. Once the setting for an 

oyster of incredible size, it is hollowed out above and below extending 
to the limits of the shells to create a sphere some 70 feet in diameter. 
The bottom half is filled with seawater that swirls lazily and teems 
with strange life. The floor is laid out in tiles covered with ichor. What 
looks like a structure can be seen underwater, the top of some strange, 
small underwater building.

The walls here are so smooth as to be like glass, and the floor is 
actual glass, a chessboard of open and closed 10-foot tiles that allow 
priests and their followers to be seen to be walking on water, while 
allowing access to the waters below. Sir Keven performs his vile 
sacrifices here, while most ceremonies are held in the more public 
temple on the level above. He is assisted by a servant of Dagon: a 
mighty aboleth and its servitors. If it is night, he and the aboleth are 
here sacrificing those brought back by the pirates and leading dark 
rituals to the demon prince. There are always 1d4 lesser priests (use 
cult fanatics) and 3d6 worshippers (commoners) here.

Sir Keven uses the statistics of a priest with the following changes:

• His Challenge Rating is 3 (700 XP)
• He has a Strength of 16 (+3)
• He has AC 19 (+1 plate)
• He uses a +1 mace (+6 to hit, 7 [1d8 + 4] bludgeoning 

 damage)
• He has a staff of the seaC, a spell scroll with commune and 

 a spell scroll with cure wounds (at level 3)
• Replace lesser restoration with silence and dispel magic  

 with water cellC.
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Treasure: Should the party prevail and search the waters, they 
find the aboleth’s lair: a miniature, hollow fishbowl ornament of the 
lighthouse itself where the aboleth has gathered any sacrifices (of 
inedible nature) and stored them in three large piles:

Pile 1: A round iron shield covered in gold plating (1200 gp), 18,532 
sp, 18 sealed scroll cases (20 gp each) that contain maps of the local 
borderlands (20 gp each), 27 rings of malachite (10 gp each), three 
sealed potions bottles (diminution, resistance, flying)

Pile 2: A +2 flail and a winged helm of silver (100 gp), both of 
which are perched atop a trunk with a watertight seal. Inside is a 
waterproofed spellbook containing all 1st- and 2nd-level wizard 
spells, as well as three 3rd-level wizard spells and a 4th-level wizard 
spell. The trunk itself is engraved in mithril and clearly of dwarven 
make (3000 gp)

Pile 3: A small sculpture of Dagon. It shows more detail than most 
scholars have ever dreamed of, hinting at a real shape and scale. 
Despite its small size (about 4 inches high), the more you study it, the 
more details seem to be found (3000 gp). There is also 2344 gp and a 
cloak of protection.

ConClusionConClusion

Here ends the Lighthouse of Anan Marath … or does it?
The characters have cleared the lighthouse, and the village of 

Saemish is set up to re-establish trade. The profit-sharing reward 
should act as an incentive for the characters to keep the welfare of the 
village in their mind. Perhaps to increase their share, the characters 
might travel to larger, nearby cities to let the merchants know that 
the lighthouse has been reignited and that Saemish is a friendly port 
once more. Perhaps the characters are called upon to protect the town 
from the Brotherhood of the Sea or a consortium of pirate lords bent 
on revenge, or even from a new menace that threatens the town (and 
their returns).

aPPendix a: new magiC itemsaPPendix a: new magiC items

maCe oF JensmaCe oF Jens
Weapon (mace), rare (requires attunement)

This weapon was created many generations ago and has been in Jens’ 
family since it was forged. Jens is quite cautious with its thunderwave 
ability, because the loud crack! the mace makes when this is used can 
cause structural damage to what is struck (it can crack up to 3 inches 
of stone) and is particularly dangerous in caverns prone to cave-ins.

You gain a +1 bonus to attack and damage rolls made with this 
magic weapon. In addition, once per day, you can use an action to cast 
thunderwave (save DC 15) from it.

ring oF ProteCtionring oF ProteCtion
Wondrous item, rarity varies (requires attunement)

While wearing this ring, you gain a bonus to your AC and saving 
throws. The amount of the bonus depends on the ring’s rarity.

Ring of… Rarity Bonus
Protection rare +1
Greater protection very rare +2
Superior protection legendary +3

staFF oF the seastaFF oF the sea
Wondrous item, very rare (requires attunement)

This staff has 7 charges. While holding it, you can use an action to 
expend 4 or more charges to cast dominate beast on any sea creatures 
(save DC 15). For each charge above 4 used, the duration of the spell 
increases (5 charges gives a duration of concentration, up 10 minutes, 
6 charges concentration, up to one hour, and 7 charges, concentration, 
up to 8 hours). For a single charge, you can cast watery cellC (save DC 
15). Additionally, you can breathe underwater while holding the staff 
and gain a swim Speed of 30.
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aPPendix b: new monstersaPPendix b: new monsters

aQueous wightaQueous wight

An aqueous wight is a humanoid who broke their oath to Dagon and 
was cursed with a twisted form of undeath. Tentacles sprout from the 
creature’s face and its blood turns to a salty acidic brine that constantly 
burns it from the inside. This does not help its disposition.

aQueous wightaQueous wight
Medium undead, neutral evil

Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 45 (6d8 + 18)
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
15(+2) 14 (+2) 16 (+3) 10 (+0) 13 (+1) 15 (+2)

Skills Perception +3, Stealth +4
Damage Resistances necrotic, bludgeoning, piercing, and 

slashing from nonmagical attacks that aren’t silvered
Damage Immunities acid, poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13
Languages all the languages it knew in life
Challenge 2 (450 XP)

Sunlight sensitivity. While in sunlight, the aqueous wight 
has disadvantage on attack rolls, as well as on Wisdom 
(Perception) checks that rely on sight.

Grappler. If the aqueous wight hits a single creature with 
both of its Claw attacks, the creature is grappled (escape DC 
14). The aqueous wight has advantage on Tentacle attacks 
against a creature is has grappled.

Acidic Blood. A creature that is within 5 feet of an aqueous 
wight when the wight takes piercing or slashing damage is 
sprayed with the wight’s acidic blood and takes 3 (1d6) acid 
damage.

ActionsActions

Multiattack. The aqueous wight makes two Claw attacks and 
one Tentacle attack.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. 
Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) slashing damage.

Tentacle. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 10 ft., one 
creature. Hit: 6 (1d8 + 2) necrotic damage. The target 
must succeed on a DC 13 Constitution saving throw or its 
hit point maximum is reduced by an amount equal to the 
damage taken. This reduction lasts until the target finishes 
a long rest. The target dies if this effect reduces its hit 
point maximum to 0. A humanoid slain by this attack rises 
24 hours later as an aqueous zombieB under the wight’s 
control, unless the humanoid is restored to life or its body is 
destroyed. The aqueous wight can have no more than twelve 
zombies under its control at one time.

aQueous zombieaQueous zombie

While the aqueous wight was once a follower of Dagon, the aqueous 
zombie was a sacrifice. The ritual to create them is quite gruesome and 
involves stuffing the still-living sacrifice with dried sea salt and blood 
until their stomach bursts, at which point they are drowned.

aQueous zombieaQueous zombie
Medium undead, neutral evil

Armor Class 9
Hit Points 30 (4d8 + 12)
Speed 20 ft., swim 20 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
13 (+1) 8 (–1) 16 (+3) 3 (–4) 6 (–2) 5 (–3)

Saving Throws Wis +0
Damage Immunities poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 8
Languages understands the languages it knew in life but can’t 

speak
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)

Undead Fortitude. If damage reduces the aqueous zombie to 
0 hit points, it must make a Constitution saving throw with a 
DC of 5 + the damage taken, unless the damage is radiant or 
from a critical hit. On a success, the aqueous zombie drops to 
1 hit point instead.

ActionsActions

Multiattack. The aqueous zombie makes two Slam attacks.
Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. 

Hit: 4 (1d6 + 1) slashing damage.
Salt Spray (recharge 5–6). The aqueous zombie ejects a salt 

spray in a 10-foot line that is 5 feet wide. Each creature in 
that line must make a DC 13 Dexterity saving throw, taking 
7 (2d6) bludgeoning damage, or half as much damage on a 
successful one.
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CrabFolkCrabFolk

This giant-sized creature is a bipedal humanoid with a crab-like 
head, large hands that end in powerful pincers, feet that are splayed. It 
is covered with chitinous plates, reddish-brown in color. Two smaller 
humanoid arms protrude below its pincers.

Crabfolk inhabit coastal waters, hunting fish and gathering food. 
Crabfolk communicate with others of their race through a series of 
hisses and clicks.

A typical crabfolk stands about 9 feet tall. They speak their own 
language, and those with an Intelligence of 12 or higher often speak 
common.

CrabFolkCrabFolk
Large monstrosity, neutral

Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 37 (5d10 + 10)
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
16 (+3) 11 (+0) 15 (+2) 10 (+0) 10 (+0) 8 (–1)

Skills Perception +4
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 14
Languages Crabfolk, some speak Common
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Amphibious. The crabfolk can breathe air and water.

ActionsActions

Multiattack. The crabfolk makes two attacks with its Pincers.
Pincers. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 10 ft., one 

target. Hit: 10 (2d6 + 3) slashing damage. The target is 
grappled (escape DC 13) if it is a Large or smaller creature 
and the crabfolk doesn’t have another creature grappled 
already. The target is restrained until the grapple ends.

CrayFish, monstrousCrayFish, monstrous

This creature looks like a giant lobster with a sharp snout and eyes 
on movable, flickering stalks. Two large claws extend from its thorax 
in front of four smaller pairs of spindly walking legs. Its exoskeleton 
is dark brown.

Monstrous crayfish are freshwater creatures that dwell on the bottoms 
of seas, lakes, ponds, and other shallow water. They are predators and 
scavengers that exist on a diet of decaying flesh from dead fish, algae, 
snails, worms, and other animals, including swimmers who venture 
too close to the monstrous crayfish’s lair.

These giant crayfish make their homes under rocks or in underwater 
tunnels that are dug by the crayfish. Their flooded tunnels extend over 
long distances and always include a “chimney” through which the 
monstrous crayfish can enter and exit its home via dry ground. These 
exits have been found as far as 100 feet inland from the lake shore or 
river bank. 

Giant crayfish are often hunted as food by dragon turtles, humans, 
storm giants, and giant turtles.

Copyright Notice
Author Scott Greene, based on original material by Gary Gygax.

monstrous CrayFishmonstrous CrayFish
Large beast, unaligned

Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 30 (4d10 + 8)
Speed 20 ft., swim 40 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
16 (+3) 10 (+0) 14 (+2) 1 (–5) 10 (+0) 2 (–5)

Condition Immunities Frightened
Senses: Darkvision 60 ft.
Languages: —
Challenge 2 (450 XP)

Water Dependency. A monstrous crayfish can survive out 
of water for 7 hours. After this limit, a monstrous crayfish 
begins suffocating.

ActionsActions

Multiattack. A monstrous crayfish attacks twice, using any 
combination of Pincer and Crush attacks.

Pincer. Melee weapon attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 
creature. Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) slashing damage and the target is 
grappled (escape DC 15).

Crush. The monstrous crayfish crushes one creature that it 
has grappled. The target takes 7 (1d8 + 3) piercing damage.
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Crystal oozeCrystal ooze

The crystal ooze is an aquatic variety of the gray ooze. It is 
semitransparent and clear, almost impossible to see in the water and 
looks like nothing more than a puddle of water. The crystal ooze can 
grow to a length of up to 8 feet and a thickness of about 6 inches.

Crystal oozeCrystal ooze
Medium ooze, unaligned

Armor Class 8
Hit Points 30 (4d8 + 12)
Speed 20 ft., swim 20 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
13 (+1) 8 (–1) 16 (+3) 3 (–4) 6 (–2) 5 (–3)

Saving Throws Wis +0
Damage Immunities acid, cold, fire
Condition Immunities Blinded, Charmed, Deafened, 

Exhaustion, Frightened, Prone
Senses blindsight 60 ft. (blind beyond this radius), passive 

Perception 8
Languages —
Challenge 1/2 (50 XP)

Amorphous. The crystal ooze can move through a space as 
narrow as 1 inch wide without squeezing.

Corrode Metal. Any nonmagical weapon made of wood 
or other organic material that hits the ooze corrodes. 
After dealing damage, the weapon takes a permanent 
and cumulative –1 penalty to damage rolls. If its penalty 
drops to –5, the weapon is destroyed. Nonmagical 
ammunition made of wood or other organic material that 
hits the ooze is destroyed after dealing damage. The ooze can 
eat through 2-inch-thick, nonmagical wood, leather, or other 
organic material in 1 round.

False Appearance. While the ooze remains motionless, it is 
indistinguishable from an oily pool or wet rock.

Partially Amphibious. Crystal oozes can survive out of the 
water for 5 hours.

ActionsActions

Multiattack. The aqueous zombie makes two Slam attacks.
Pseudopod. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one 

target. Hit: 4 (1d6 + 1) bludgeoning damage plus 7 (2d6) acid 
damage, and if the target is wearing nonmagical leather 
armor, its armor is partly corroded and takes a permanent 
and cumulative –1 penalty to the AC it offers. The armor is 
destroyed if the penalty reduces its AC to 10. In addition, 
a creature hit by this attack must succeed on a DC 14 
Constitution saving throw or become paralyzed. A paralyzed 
creature can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of its 
turns, ending the effect on itself with a success.

eel, giant eleCtriCeel, giant eleCtriC

The giant electric eel is about 10 feet along. It prefers to paralyze its 
prey prior to engaging with it.

giant eleCtriC eelgiant eleCtriC eel
Large beast, unaligned

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 15 (2d10 + 3)
Speed swim 40 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
16 (+3) 14(+2) 17 (+3) 3 (–4) 6 (–2) 5 (–3)

Damage Immunities lightning
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 8
Languages —
Challenge 1/2 (50 XP)

Water Breathing. The giant electric eel can breathe only 
underwater.

ActionsActions

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 4 (1d6 + 3) piercing damage.

Electric Shock (recharge 5–6). The electric eel releases 
a built-up charge. All creatures within 30 feet in the 
surrounding water must make a DC 13 Constitution saving 
throw. On a failed save, a creature takes 10 (3d6) lightning 
damage and is paralyzed until the end of the target’s next 
turn. On a successful save, the creature takes half as much 
damage and is not paralyzed. Creatures in metal armor have 
disadvantage on the saving throw.

Fungal CreePerFungal CreePer

The Fungal Creeper is a patch of fungus growing upon a boulder 
or wall, which often appears weathered and strangely corroded. The 
name comes from its ability to creep along the wall, moving about 
to follow living creatures. Fungal creepers draw sustenance from 
minerals found in rock and stone, but supplement their diets with fresh 
blood. 

A fungal creeper may be distracted by fresh meat, whether in the 
form of rations no

more than 1 day old or the body of an unconscious combatant. They 
are

scavengers, and will move to feed off carrion as soon as it is detected.
— Author: Scott Wylie Roberts, “Myrystyr”
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Fungal CreePerFungal CreePer
small plant, unaligned

Armor Class 12 (natural armor)
Hit Points 22 (4d6 + 8)
Speed 10 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
13 (+1) 6 (–2) 14 (+2) 1 (–5) 6 (–2) 1 (–5)

Damage Immunities poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Poisoned, Unconscious
Senses Blindsense 60 ft. (blind beyond this radius), passive 

Perception 8
Languages —
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)

Amorphous. The fungal creeper can move through an opening 
as small as one inch without squeezing and can occupy 
another creature’s square.

ActionsActions

Mycelial Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit against one 
target in its square. Hit: 4 (1d6 + 1) piercing damage. If the 
fungal creeper rolls a 19 or 20 to hit, it becomes attached to 
its target. The target loses 1d4 hit points at the beginning of 
each of its turns. A creature may use an action to attempt a 
DC 13 Strength check to remove the fungal creeper from its 
target.

gillmonkeygillmonkey

Gillmonkeys are nasty, monkey-like creatures that live in the sea. 
They have hairless, pinkish-brown skin and short tentacle-like growths 
on the top of the head. They attack in packs, sometimes swarming over 
a ship’s rail.

gillmonkeygillmonkey
small monstrosity, chaotic evil

Armor Class 14
Hit Points 11 (2d6 + 4)
Speed 30 ft., swim 40 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
14 (+2) 18 (+4) 14 (+2) 12 (+1) 8 (–1) 11 (+0)

Skills Perception +1, Stealth +6
Senses blindsense 60 ft. passive Perception 11
Languages —
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)

Amphibious. The gill monkey can breathe in air or water.

ActionsActions

Multiattack. The gillmonkey makes one Bite attack and 
either two Claw attacks or one melee Spear attack.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) piercing damage.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 7 (1d6 + 4) slashing damage.

Spear. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 
20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) piercing damage, or 6 
(1d8 + 2) piercing damage if used with two hands to make a 
melee attack.

green slimegreen slime
Green slime is corrosive, slick, and adhesive, sticking to anything 

it comes into contact with. Metal, flesh, organic material is especially 
vulnerable to the corrosive properties of the slime. It is often found in 
warm, humid caverns and ruins, and will be noticeable as it clings to 
ceilings, walls, and covers floors, usually in 5-foot squares.

Green slime can detect movement within 30 feet and will drop on 
unsuspecting victims when they are below it; it is unable to move so 
much depend on unwitting prey. If a creature is aware of the presence 
of the slime, they can attempt to avoid the hazard by succeeding on a 
DC 10 Dexterity saving throw.

The green slime secretes acid and does 5 (1d10) acid damage to any 
creature it comes into contact with. This damage continues on each 
of the creature’s turns until it uses an action to remove or destroy the 
slime. Much like its more evolved ooze relatives, the green slime is 
doubly caustic to nonmagical wood and metal, doing 11 (2d10) acid 
damage against objects of these types.

Green slime is vulnerable to and will be destroyed by fire, cold, 
radiant damage, sunlight or any disease curing magic.
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leeCh, giant sealeeCh, giant sea

More dangerous than its freshwater cousins, the giant sea leech 
is about 3 feet long. Along with blood, this leech sucks out the very 
essence of life.

giant sea leeChgiant sea leeCh
small monstrosity, unaligned

Armor Class 16 (natural armor)
Hit Points 16 (3d6 + 6)
Speed 10 ft., swim 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
14 (+2) 6 (–2) 14 (+2) 1 (–5) 8 (–1) 1 (–5)

Damage Immunities poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Poisoned
Senses blindsense 60 ft. (blind beyond this radius), passive 

Perception 9
Languages —
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)

Amphibious. The giant sea leech can breathe in air or water.
Numbing Bite. The giant sea leech secretes a powerful 

numbing agent when it bites underwater. Its victim must 
make a successful DC 14 Wisdom saving throw to notice that 
it has a leech attached unless it is being actively sought.

ActionsActions

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. 
Hit: 9 (2d6 + 2) piercing damage and the leech is attached to 
its target.

Life Suck. While the leech is attached to a creature and alive, 
instead of making a Bite attack, it sucks the life essence from 
its victim. The target loses 1d6 hit points and gains a level of 
Exhaustion. The leech gains hit points equal to half the loss 
to the target, increasing its hit point maximum if necessary. 
A creature can use an action to attempt a DC 13 Strength 
check to remove the leech. A successful removal causes 3 
(1d6) slashing damage to the target, even if the leech is dead. 
Alternatively, a dead leech can be removed without causing 
damage with a successful DC 17 Wisdom (Medicine) check.

Priest oF orCusPriest oF orCus
Medium humanoid (human), chaotic evil

Armor Class 18 (chain mail, shield)
Hit Points 60 (11d8 + 11)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
14 (+2) 11 (+0) 13 (+1) 10 (+0) 18 (+4) 14 (+2)

Saving Throws Con +4, Wis +7
Skills History +3, Investigation +3, Medicine +7, Religion +3
Senses truesight 120 ft., passive Perception 14
Languages Abyssal, Common
Challenge 6 (2,300 XP)

Abyssal Blessing of Orcus. The priest of Orcus gains 15 
temporary hit points when it reduces a hostile creature that 
is not undead to 0 hit points.

Deadsight. The most blessed of Orcus are gifted with 
truesight.

Unholy Strike. Once on each of the priest’s turns when it 
hits a creature with a weapon attack, the priest can cause 
the attack to deal an extra 13 (3d8) necrotic damage to the 
target.

Unholy Weapon. Orcus bolsters his follower’s strikes in 
battle, imbuing their weapons with the ability to paralyze 
a foe (included in the attack). In the hands of any but a 
true follower of Orcus, an unholy weapon loses its power to 
paralyze a foe.

Spellcasting. The priest of Orcus is an 8th-level spellcaster. 
Its spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 15, +7 to hit 
with spell attacks). It has the following cleric spells prepared:

Cantrips (at will): chill touch, guidance, resistance, 
thaumaturgy

1st level (4 slots): bane, bless, cure wounds, detect magic, false 
life, inflict wounds

2nd level (3 slots): enhance ability, hold person, silence
3rd level (3 slots): animate dead, bestow curse, dispel magic
4th level (2 slots): blight, guardian of faith

ActionsActions

+1 Unholy Mace. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., 
one target. Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) bludgeoning damage. If the target 
is a creature other than an elf or undead, it must succeed 
on a DC 10 Constitution saving throw or be paralyzed for 1 
minute. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end of 
each of its turns, ending the effect on itself on a success.

Caress of Orcus (recharges after a short or long rest). 
Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 
11 (2d8 + 2) necrotic damage, and the target’s Strength score 
is reduced by 1d6. The target dies if this reduces its Strength 
to 0. Otherwise, the reduction lasts until the target finishes a 
short or long rest.

If a non-evil humanoid dies from this attack, a shadow rises 
from the corpse in 24 hours under the priest’s control, unless 
the humanoid is restored to life or its body is destroyed. The 
priest can have no more than four shadows under its control 
at one time.
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smoke dragon smoke dragon 
(draCo Fumo suFFoCo)(draCo Fumo suFFoCo)

This creature is a small, 3-foot-long dragon with a grayish underbelly 
and black scales. Its feet are tipped with smoke-gray talons and it 
has red-tinged wings and blue-gray eyes. Small under-curved horns 
protrude from its head and its serpentine tail writhes like a plume of 
smoke.

Smoke dragons lair in marshes, dense forests, or just about any 
area where thick fog is present (or can be present). They venture from 
their lair when the fog is the thickest, so most encounters occur in 
the morning. Lairs take the form of natural caves or caverns and are 
usually near a natural source of water. They eat just about anything but 
prefer a diet of fruits, plants, and berries. They also eat small animals 
such as mice and other rodents found slinking about near their lair. A 
smoke dragon’s feeding ground is generally small and most cover an 
area of less than 1 square mile.

Smoke dragons live in small groups and such a group always 
includes at least one mated pair. Hatchlings can assume smoke form 
for 1 minute per day but cannot fly. If eggs are present, the female 
guards them closely and will fight to the death protecting them. Eggs 
are round, mottled gray and black.

Smoke dragons are generally inoffensive creatures and keep to 
themselves. Only when threatened or if their lair is threatened do they 
attack. In such cases, a smoke dragon unleashes its breath weapon 
and then swoops in to attack with its claws and bite. If the smoke 
dragon is outnumbered or overwhelmed, it uses its smoke form to 
avoid its opponents and flee. Multiple smoke dragons gang up against 
foes, alternating their breath weapon and natural attacks with the other 
smoke dragons in the gang; i.e., one smoke dragon belches forth its 
breath weapon while the others swoop in and attack with their claws 
and bite.

smoke dragonsmoke dragon
Small Dragon, neutral

Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 27 (6d6 + 6)
Speed 25 ft., fly 60 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
13 (+1) 12 (+1) 13 (+1) 10 (+0) 12 (+1) 10 (+0)

Saving Throws Dex +3, Con +3, Wis +3, Cha +2
Skills Nature +2, Perception +5, Stealth +5, Survival +3
Damage Immunities fire
Condition Immunities poisoned
Senses blindsight 10 ft., darkvision 30 ft., passive Perception 15
Languages Common, Draconic
Challenge 1 (200 XP)

Blending. The smoke dragon has advantage on Dexterity 
(Stealth) checks made to hide within areas of smoke or fog.

ActionsActions

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 5 (1d8 + 1) piercing damage.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. 
Hit: 4 (1d6 + 1) slashing damage.

Smoke Breath (recharge 5–6). The smoke dragon exhales 
a 20-foot cone of thick, black smoke that spreads around 
corners. The area is heavily obscured, and the cloud of smoke 
remains for 1 minute or until dispersed by a moderate or 
stronger wind (at least 10 miles per hour). Creatures that 
enter or begin their turn in the area must succeed on a DC 
11 Constitution saving throw or be poisoned. While poisoned, 
the creature must succeed on a DC 11 Constitution saving 
throw at the beginning of its turn, or spend its turn coughing 
and retching, preventing the creature from taking actions 
or moving. Once a poisoned creature succeeds on three 
consecutive saving throws, it is no longer poisoned.

Smoke Form (1/day). The smoke dragon polymorphs into 
a Medium cloud of smoke. While in smoke form, the 

dragon can’t take any actions, speak, or manipulate 
objects. It is weightless, has a flying speed of 30 feet, 

can hover, and can enter a hostile creature’s space 
and stop there. In addition, if air can pass through 
a space, the mist can do so without squeezing, 
and it can’t pass through water. It has advantage 
on Strength, Dexterity, and Constitution saving 

throws, it is immune to all nonmagical damage. The 
transformation last for 1 hour unless the smoke dragon 

chooses to end it earlier with a bonus action.
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aPPendix C: new sPellaPPendix C: new sPell

watery Cellwatery Cell
3rd-level conjuration

Casting Time: 1 action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute
You conjure a globe of swirling saltwater around a single 

creature within range. The creature must make a 
Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, the creature is 
restrained, incapacitated, and suffocating. On a successful 
save, the creature is grappled by the bubble (escape DC equal 
to your spell save DC). It is possible for a creature outside the 
watery cell to pull an incapacitated creature from the bubble 
with a successful Strength check against your spell save DC.
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Designation of Open Game Content: Subject to the Product Identity Designation 
herein, the following material is designated as Open Game Content. (1) all monster 
statistics, descriptions of special abilities, and sentences including game mechanics such 
as die rolls, probabilities, and/or other material required to be open game content as 
part of the game rules, or previously released as Open Game Content, (2) all portions 
of spell descriptions that include rules-specific definitions of the effect of the spells, and 
all material previously released as Open Game Content, (3) all other descriptions of 
game-rule effects specifying die rolls or other mechanic features of the game, whether in 
traps, magic items, hazards, or anywhere else in the text, (4) all previously released Open 
Game Content, material required to be Open Game Content under the terms of the Open 
Game License, and public domain material anywhere in the text. Use of Content from 
Tome of Horrors Complete: This product contains or references content from The Tome 
of Horrors Complete and/or other monster Tomes by Frog God Games. Such content is 
used by permission and an abbreviated Section 15 entry has been approved. Citation to 
monsters from The Tome of Horrors Complete or other monster Tomes must be done by 
citation to that original work.

OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a The following text is the property of Wizards 
of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. (“Wizards”). All 
Rights Reserved. 

1. Definitions: (a) “Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who 
have contributed Open Game Content; (b) “Derivative Material” means copyrighted 
material including derivative works and translations (including into other computer 
languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, 
compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be recast, 
transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, 
broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d) “Open Game Content” 
means the game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines 
to the extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement 
over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content 
by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations 
and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity; 
(e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names, logos and identifying 
marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures; characters; stories, storylines, plots, 
thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, 
likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual 
or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, 
personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, 
environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, 
symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly 
identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically 
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark, sign, 
motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the 
associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor; (g) “Use”, 
“Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and 
otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content; (h) “You” or “Your” means 
the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a 
notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms 
of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. 
No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the 
License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content 
distributed using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your 
acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the 
Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with 
the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.  Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original 
material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your original 
creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License. 
6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion 
of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open 
Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, 
the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any 
original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7.  Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as 
an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent 
Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to 
indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark 
in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed 
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered 
Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute 
a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity 
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product 
Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate 
which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated 
versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, 
modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version 
of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy 
of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game 
Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the 
Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of 
this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial 
order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so 
affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with 
all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the 
breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14.  Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such 
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a © 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document © 2000. Wizards of the Coast, Inc; Authors Jonathan
Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave
Arneson.
System Reference Document 5.1 © 2016. Wizards of the Coast, Inc; Authors Mike
Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, Chris Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt,
Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, Chris Sims, and Steve Townshend, based on
material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.

Fungal Creeper Author: Scott Wylie Roberts, “Myrystyr”
Fifth Edition Foes © 2016, Frog God Games, LLC; Authors: Kevin Baase, Erica 

Balsley, John “Pexx” Barnhouse, Christopher Bishop, Casey Christofferson, Jim 
Collura,  Meghan Greene, Scott Greene, Lance Hawvermale, Travis Hawvermale, Ian 
S. Johnston, Bill Kenower, Patrick Lawinger,, Rhiannon Louve, Nathan Paul,  Clark 
Peterson, Anthony Pryor, Greg Ragland, Robert Schwalb, G. Scott Swift, Greg A. 
Vaughan, and Bill Webb

Tome of Horrors © 2018, Frog God Games, LLC; Authors: Kevin Baase, Erica 
Balsley, John “Pexx” Barnhouse, Christopher Bishop, Casey Christofferson, Jim 
Collura, Andrea Costantini, Jayson ‘Rocky’ Gardner, Zach Glazar, Meghan Greene, 
Scott Greene, Lance Hawvermale, Travis Hawvermale, Ian S. Johnston, Bill Kenower, 
Patrick Lawinger, Rhiannon Louve, Ian McGarty, Edwin Nagy, James Patterson, Nathan 
Paul, Patrick N. Pilgrim, Clark Peterson, Anthony Pryor, Greg Ragland, Robert Schwalb, 
G. Scott Swift, Greg A. Vaughan, and Bill Webb

Crayfish, Monstrous, Fifth Edition Foes, Frog God Games
Gillmonkey, The Lighthouse of Anan Marth © 2019, Frog God Games
Giant Sea leech, Tome of Horrors (5e), Frog God Games
Priest of Orcus, The Lighthouse of Anan Marth © 2019, Frog God Games
Smoke Dragon, Tome of Horrors (5e), Frog God Games
Undead feral cat, Fifth Edition Foes, Frog God Games
Undead swordsman, Tome of Horrors (5e), Frog God Games
Wight, Aqueous, The Lighthouse of Anan Marth © 2019, Frog God Games
Zombie, Aqueous, The Lighthouse of Anan Marth © 2019, Frog God Games

The Sea King’s Malice © 2019, Frog God Games, LLC; Author: Alex Kammer

The Lighthouse of Anan Marth © 2019, Frog God Games, LLC; Author: Jim Stanton
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